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p R E F A E 
The fast moving events of this last year at Ursinus have 
been greatly overshadowed by grave national and interna-
tional e vents which are destined to change our entire future. 
Because of this fact the yearbook becomes an even more 
important record of the people and events of a school year 
than it has in the past. 
It is for this reason that we feel that this yearbook should 
help its owner remember the events of a year at school as 
accurately and naturally as possible . 
W e have tried to the best of our ability and resources with 
which to work. to make this 1942 RUBY one that can be 
remembered after the present day chaotic world in which 
we live now is again the once peaceful world as we knew it. 
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In July of last year Ursinus lost one of its most beloved 
professors. He was Dr. James Lynn Barnard. Professor of Po-
litical Science and Director of Social Studies for teachers . 
Possessing an endearing personality. he was loved and reo 
spected by his students. toward whom he was always toler-
ant and understanding. His sense of humor. often directed 
good-naturedly against himself. was infectious . You might 
have passed by Room 3 almost any day and heard him in 
the midst of some anecdote. applauded vigorously by the 
class . In his lectures he impressed the students by his own 
civic pride and patriotism. He believed. with the wisest 
statesmen of the day. that Americans should be concerned. 
not with their own personal rights. but with their sacred 
duties and responsibilities to their country. 
In these days of war and mental confusion. we students 
wish more than ever before that he were still here to advise 
and help us. He would not offer mere factual knowledge. 
but he would impart to us the quiet faith and dignity of 
his own heart. It is his spirit which we students of the Class 
of 1942 have chosen to follow. Like him we desire to be un-
derstanding. worthy of respect. and quietly confident. Like 
him we are convinced of the necessity for living useful and 
noble lives in the richest and most beautiful country in the 
world. 
DR. JAMES LYNN BARNARD 
B.S., Ph .D. 
(1867-1941) 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
HARRY E. PAISLEY 
President 
OFFICERS OF 
THE CORPORATION 
President 
HARRY E. PAISLEY 
First Vice President 
THOMAS E. BROOKS 
Second Vice President 
FRANCIS I . GILDNER 
Chairman, Executive Committee 
A. H. HENDRICKS 
Secretary 
CALVIN D. YOST 
Treasurer 
RALPH F. WISMER 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 
REV . TITUS A. ALSPACH , D.O. 
CHARLES A. BEHNEY, M.D. 
HON . THOMAS E. BROOKS, LL.D . 
WALTER R. DOUTHETT, A.M. 
REV . I. CALVIN FISHER, D.O. 
EDWIN M. FOGEL, Ph .D. . 
EDW ARD S . FRETZ, LL .D. 
FRANCIS I . GILDNER, Esq., A.B. 
CHARLES B. HEINLEY, Ped .D. 
• 
• 
DONALD L. HELFFERICH, Esq., A.B., LL.B. 
ABRAHAM H. HENDRICKS, Esq ., B.S., LL.D . 
REV. GEORGE W . HENSON, D.O. 
RHEA DURYEA IOHNSON, A.B. 
W. SHERMAN KERSCHNER, D.O. 
WHORTEN A. KLINE, Litt.D. 
IRENE F. LA UB, M.D., Sc.D. 
, 
• 
N. E. McCLURE, Ph .D., Litt.D ., LL D. 
RALPH E. MILLER, A.B. 
REV. JAMES M. NIBLO, D.O. 
HARRY E. PAISLEY, LL.D. 
GEORGE E. PFAHLER, M.D., Sc.D. . 
IRVING L. WILSON . 
RALPH F. WISMER, Esq., A.B. 
"REV. CALVIN D. YOST, A.M., D.O. 
"Deceased April 10, 1942 
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ADMINISTRATION 
PRESIDENT 
NORMAN E. McCLURE, 
Ph .D., Li l t.D. LL.D . 
R s 
Dr. Norman Egbe rt McClure, Ph .D., Litt.D ., LL.D ., a gradu-
at e in th e Class of 1915, and Professor of the En glish Language 
and Lit erature since 1928, was elected Preside nt on June 6, 
1936. He has served for several years as Treasure r of the Asso-
ciation of College Presidents of Pennsy lvania and as a m e mbe r 
of their Executive Committee. 
In his spare time Dr. McClure has written and edited a 
number of books of literary and histo rical significance. Some 
of his works are "The Le tt e rs of John Chamberlain" and "Se-
lected Plays of Shakespeare, " of which he is co-editor. 
I N u s c o L L 
Eleven 
E G E 
R 
DONALD L. HELFFERICH, Esq ., A .B., LL.B. 
ASSISTANT TO 
THE VICE PRESIDENT 
Mr. Stanley Omwake, an alumnus 
of Ursinus College , has served as its 
Assistant to the Vice President since 
his graduation. His duties range from 
the problems of maintenance of Col-
lege property to faculty advisor of the 
RUBY. He also has charge of editing 
the Alumni Journal and takes care of 
the College publicity and propaganda 
department. 
u B y -
Twelve 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Mr. Donald L. Helfferich, Esq., A.B., 
LL.B., who was graduated from Ur-
sinus in 1921 and from Yale Law 
School in 1924, was named Vice Presi-
dent by the Board of Dire ctors on July 
2, 1936. 
Among Mr. Helfferich 's duties are 
the supervision of the income and ex-
penditure of the funds of Ursinus . He 
is well known for his masterful tech-
nique of managing and balancing the 
college budget. 
STANLEY OM WAKE, M.B.A . 
1 9 4 2 
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DEAN 
Dr. Kline was graduated from Ur-
sinus in 1893, and has served on th e 
faculty since then. He became Dean 
in 1909 . His job involves the handling 
of the scholastic matters concerning 
the College. He is always eager to 
help the willing student and quick to 
remove the slacker. As scholastic head 
of the College he urges and stimulates 
student government and its control 
over student affairs . 
CAMILLA B. STAHR, A.B. 
R s I N u s 
r 
REV . WHORTEN A . KLINE, A .M., B.D., LitLD. 
Thirteen 
DEAN OF WOMEN 
Miss Stahr became Dean of Women 
at Ursinus in 1939 after having served 
as Acting Dean in 1938. This year she 
has displayed her almost en tire grasp 
and authority over women 's discipline 
on several occasions. However, she 
can always be depended on for her 
tact in an attempt to remove the sting 
from such incidents. Miss Stahr was 
graduated from Wilson in 1911 and 
studied abroad at Oxford University. 
c o L L E G E 
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FACULTY 
JOHN WENTWORTH CLAWSON. A .M .. Sc.D. 
Professor of Mathematics 
'REV. CALVIN DANIEL YOST. A.M .. D.D. 
Librarian ; Pro fessor of the German Language and Lit-
erature 
CARL VERNON TOWER, Ph.D. 
Professor of Philosoph y 
'Deceased April 10. 1942 
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MARTIN WEAVER WITMER. A.B. 
Professor of English Rh etoric 
JAMES LANE BOSWELL. Ph .D. 
Professor of Economics and Business Admin istration 
ELIZABETH BRETT WHITE. Ph .D. 
Professor of H istory 
RUSSELL DAVIS STURGIS. Ph .D. 
R 
Professor of Analyt ical Chemistry 
s I 
WILLIAM WALLACE BANCROFT. Ph .D. 
Pro fessor of Philosoph y 
N u 
REV. FRANKLIN IRVIN SHEEDER. JR .. A.M .. B.D. 
Registrar ; Pro fessor 0 1 Religion and of the H istory of 
the Christian Church 
s c o L L E G 
Fifteen 
E 
R 
JOHN HAROLD BROWNBACK, A .B., Sc.D. 
Pro fessor of Biology 
GEORGE RUSSELL TYSON, Ph.D. 
Professor of Education 
-REGINALD S. SIBBALD, LL.B., Ph.D. 
Professor of French 
HARVEY LEWIS CARTER. Ph .D. 
Associate Professor of History and Public Speaking 
MAURICE O. BONE, B.C.S. 
Associate Professor of Economics and Business Admin-
istration 
RUSSELL CONWELL JOHNSON, B.S. 
Director of Athletics 
'Deceased April 18, 1942 . 
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FRANK LEROY MANNING, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
EUGENE BACHMAN MICHAEL, A .M . 
Associate Professor of Education 
DONALD GAY BAKER, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Greek Language and Literature 
JESSE SHEARER HEIGES, A .M ., Ped.D. 
R 
Associate Professor of Education 
s I 
• 
ELEANOR FROST SNELL, A .M. 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education ; Coach of 
Women 's Athletics 
GEORGE W . HARTZELL, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of German 
N u s c o L 
Se ve nteen 
L E G E 
• 
• • 
CALVIN DANIEL YOST, TR., Ph.D. 
Associate Pro fessor o f English 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN PHILIP, Mus. Doc. 
Assistant Pro fessor of Music 
TOSEPHINE XANDER SHEEDER. A.M. 
Instrudor in Religion 
PAUL RAYMOND WAGNER. Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor in Biology 
WILLIAM SCHUYLER PETTIT, M.S. 
Assistant Pro fesso r in Chemistry 
EVERETT M. BAILEY, M.A. 
Assistant Pro fessor in Physical Education 
R u B y 1 9 4 2 
Eighteen 
KENNETH A. HASHAG EN, M.A. 
Instructor in Physical Education; Coach 01 Bas ketball 
EU G ENE HERBERT MILLER. Ph .D. 
Assi stant Pro fessor in History and Political Science 
ALFRED MILES WILCO X, A.M. 
Instruct or in French and Span ish 
CHARLES DAVID MATTERN, Ph .D. 
Instructor in Engli sh 
MARIO N G ERTRUDE SPANGLER, A.B. 
Instructor in Vocal Music 
FOSTER LEROY DENNIS , Ph.D. 
Instructor in Mathematics 
u R s I N u s c o L L E G E 
N ine teen 
• 
R 
PETER P. STEVENS, B.S. 
Coach of Football ; Coach of W restling 
u 
G ARFIELD SEIBER PANCOAST, A.M. 
Instructor in Political Science ; Assistant Coach of Foot-
ball 
CHARLES WILSON STEINMETZ, A.B. 
Assistant in German 
JO HN J. HEILE MANN, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Ph ysics 
MARGARET E. CLAFLIN, B.S. 
Instructor in Physical Education 
B y - 1 9 
Twe n ty 
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PRECEPTRESSES 
Standing : Mrs . Pancoast, Miss Hillegass, Miss Deininger . 
t 
/ (,t 
Seated : Mrs. Sch laybach, Mrs. Rauch, Dean Stahr, Mrs . He lfferich, Mrs . Sheeder. 
PRECEPTRESSES 
Miss Camilla B. Stahr, pleceptress of Shrein e r Hall s ince 
1938. Dean of Women since 1939. 
Mrs. May H. Rauch, preceptress of Maples Hall. Gradu-
ated from Ursinus in 1886, p recep tress since 1924 . 
Mrs . Franklin I. Sheeder, pre ceptress of Lynnewood Hall. 
She has been a membe r of the faculty and preceptress since 
1925. 
Mrs. William U. Helfferich , preceptress of South Hall. 
Graduated from Ursinus in 1893, preceptress since 193 8. 
Mrs. G. Seiber Pancoast. preceptress of 612 Main Street. 
She has been preceptress since her graduation in 1938 . 
Miss Lyndell Reber, preceptress of Glenwood Hall. Gradu-
ated from Ursinus in 1936, preceptress since 1938. 
Mrs. John K. Schlaybach, preceptress of Clamer Hall. She 
has been preceptress of Clamer since 1939. 
Miss Virginia Shirtz, preceptress of Fircroft Hall. Precep-
tress at Sprankle Hall last year . 
Miss Mary Ellen Hillegass, preceptress of Sprankle Hall. 
She took Miss Shirtz's job at Sprankle Hall for this y ear. 
Miss Dorothea Deininger, preceptress at 944 Main Street. 
Graduated last year, since the n has been preceptress at 944. 
u R s I N u s c o 
Tw ent y-one 
HELEN MO LL , R.N. 
Miss He le n Moll, R.N ., 
serv ed Ursinu s as resident 
nurse si nce 1934 . In Feb-
ruary, 1942 sh e was called 
to acti ve serv ice in th e 
Army. 
L L E G E 
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CLASS 
OFFICERS 
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
Le ft to Righ t : Hoagland, Adams, Frore r, Sellridge. 
SENIOR YEAR 
WILLIAM SELFRIDGE President 
GLADYS HOAGLAND Vice President 
ELIZABETH FRORER Secretary 
GARNET O . ADAMS Treasurer 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
ALBERT HUTCHINSON President 
GLADYS HOAGLAND Vice President 
GRACE MARY GREENE Secretary 
GARNET O. ADAMS Treasurer 
u B y -
Twenty-four 
JUNIOR YEAR 
KARL AGAN President 
GLADYS HOAGLAND Vice President 
GRACE MARY GREENE Secre tary 
GARNET O. ADAMS Treasure r 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
ALBERT HUTCHINSON President 
GLADYS HOAGLAND Vice President 
GRACEMARY GREENE Secretary 
GARNET O . ADAMS Treasure r 
1 9 4 2 
GARNET O . ADAMS 
Mahanoy City. Pa. 
History-Social Science 
• 
--.....entopd 
KARL E. AGAN. JR. 
Chester. Pa. 
History-Social Science 
ELIZABETH M . ALLEBACH 
Spring Mount. Pa . 
Chemistry-Biology 
Twenty-five 
u 'I' 1942 
C. FREDERICK APPLEGET 
Trenton, N. J. 
Business Administration 
RICHARD W. ARNOLD 
Glenside, Pa. 
History-Social Science 
Twenty-six 
CAROLYN B. ANFINSEN 
Drexel HilL Pa. 
Mode rn Languages 
• 
. ' 
• 
• 
JOHN M. BEAR 
Hamburg. Po . 
Chemistry-Biology 
• 
-....entOpj 
J 
FLORENCE C. BECHTEL 
Collegeville. Po. 
History-Social Science 
HELENE E. BERGER 
Hatfield. Po. 
English 
Twenty-seven 
• 
u If' 1942 
'tit: ... 
ALBERT BERMAN 
Red Hill. Pa. 
Chemisi ry-Biology 
FREDERICK M. BINDER 
Pleasantville, N. J. 
History-Social Science 
Twenty-eight 
LENORE D. BERKY 
Allen town, Pa. 
Modern Languages 
NICHOLAS T. BISCOTTE 
Bridgeport , Pa. 
Chemis try-Biology 
• 
1 
• 
___ entOrj 
T. RUSSELL BISHOP 
Lansdale, Pa. 
Chemis try-Biology 
WALLACE S. BREY, TR. 
Be rwyn , Pa. 
Chemistry-Biology 
Twenty -nine 
• 
'I, 1942 
MARION I. BRITTON 
Lansford. Pa. 
Business Administration 
DOROTHY M. BROSZ 
Collegeville. Pa. 
History-Social Science 
Thirty 
ALVAN R. BRICK 
Medford. N. J. 
Business Administration 
• 
ELVA J. BUCKINGHAM 
Franklinville, N. J. 
Mathematics 
• 
ELIZABETH K. BURDAN 
Potts town , Pa. 
Modern La n guages 
KATHRYN E. BUSH 
Royers fo rd , Pa. 
English 
Th irty-one 
1942 
• 
• 
, 
NORMAN M. CALLAHAN, JR. 
Merchantville, N. J. 
History-Social Science 
DOROTHY E. CAMPBELL 
Yeadon, Pa. 
History-Social Science 
Thirty-two 
MARION L. BYRON 
Elkins Park, Pa. 
History-Social Science 
ISABEL E. CARRANZA 
Riverdale, N. Y. C. 
Business Administration 
JOSEPH D. CHAPLINE, JR. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
History-Socia l Science 
DONALD R. CONNOR 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Business Administration 
Thirty -t hree 
1942 
JAMES F. COULTER 
Merchantville. N. J. 
Physical Education 
DOUGLAS A. CRONE 
York. Pa. 
History-Social Science 
• 
Thirty-lour 
• 
JOHN F. CORNEL Y 
Saxton. Pa. 
Chemistry-Biology 
ARCHER P. CROSLEY, JR. 
Wyncote, Pa. 
Chemist ry-Biology 
• 
• 
_____ enlOf'J 
WOODROW W . CURRINGTON, JR. 
Trappe, Pa . 
Business Administration 
ELIZABETH DAKA Y 
Ardsley, Pa. 
English 
Th irty -five 
'I' 1942 
EVELYN M. DORNBACH 
Allentown, Pa. 
English 
ALICE H. DOUGHERTY 
Haddonfield, N. J. 
Physical Education 
Thirty-six 
FRANCIS R. DAUGHERTY 
Red HilL Pa. 
History-Social Science 
• 
DOROTHY J. DUCAT 
Pi tman, N. J. 
English 
• 
___ entopj 
LEROY C. EARLE 
Mounta in Lakes, N. J. 
Bus iness Administration 
ROSALIND H. ELTING 
Trenton, N. J. 
Chemistry-Biology 
Thirt y-seven 
J 
u 'I, 1942 
CAROL FOSTER 
Cheltenham, Pa. 
English 
MARJORIE H. FOSTER 
Cheltenham, Pa. 
Business Administration 
Thirty-eight 
WILLIAM J. FLYNN 
Runnemede, N. J. 
English 
• 
AVERILL V. FOX 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
English 
1 
I 
• 
___ entOrj 
JUNE 1. FRITZ 
York, Pa . 
Modern La n g uages 
ELIZABETH FRORER 
Wa yne, Pa . 
Business Ad m in is tra tion 
Th irty -nine 
'I' 1942 
RICHARD R. GAY 
Phoenixvill e , Pa. 
History-Social Science 
JOSEPH W . GLASS, JR. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Business Administration 
Forty 
JOHN GARLOCK 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
History-Social Science 
CHARLES E. GRAVER 
Bath, Pa . 
History-Social Science 
• 
• 
-.....entopj 
GRA CE MARY GREENE 
Reading, Pa . 
Histo ry-Social Science 
ROBERTA E. GUINNESS 
Ja maica, N. Y. 
English 
Forty-on e 
1942 
WILLIAM F. HEEFNER 
Perkasie, Pa. 
History-Social Science 
, 
GLADYS E. HEIBEL 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
English 
Forty-two 
FRANCIS K. HAUSE MAN 
Pottstown, Pa. 
English 
, 
RUTH F. HEINKEL 
Ph iladelphia. Pa . 
Chemistry-Biology 
w. LAIRD HENRY. JR. 
Summit Hill. Pa. 
Business Administration 
DENTON A. HERBER 
Lebanon. Pa. 
History-Social Science 
Forty- three 
1942 
• 
NATALIE A . HOGELAND 
Blue BelL Po. 
Physical Education 
JULIA H. HOGG 
BroomalL Po. 
Physical Education 
Forly-four 
-
--
GLADYS L. HOAGLAND 
Conshohocken, Po . 
Physical Education 
KENNETH E. HOOPES 
York . Pa. 
Chemistry-Biology 
• 
• 
--...entOf'j 
'" . 
RUSSELL W. HUCKEL 
New York City 
Chemistry-Biology 
ALBERT S. HUTCHINSON 
Atlantic City. N. J. 
History-Social Science 
Forty -five 
1942 
FRANCES E. KOOKER 
Quakertown. Po. 
Modern Languages 
GLADYS A. LEVENGOOD 
Pottstown. Po. 
Physical Education 
Forty-six 
EMILY M. KEHOE 
Berwyn. Po. 
Chemistry-Biology 
• 
• 
LILLIAN R. LINSENBERG 
Norristown , Pa. 
Modern Languages 
JOYCE P. LOWNES 
Gladwyne, Pa. 
English 
ROBERT T. LUGINBUHL 
Malverne, N. Y. 
Mathematics 
Forty-seven 
I 
';I, 1942 
HOW ARD C. MacMAHON 
Camden. N. J. 
Physical Education 
EDW ARD S. MA YKUT 
Collegeville. Pa. 
Chemistry-Biology 
Forty-eight 
D. BRUCE MacKENZIE 
Eddington. Pa. 
Modern Languages 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
., 
• 
ROBERT M. McALLISTER 
Yeadon, Pa. 
Chemistry-Biology 
1 
• 
--...enlopJ 
JOHN McELHINNEY 
Germantown. Pa. 
Mathematics 
ROBERT H. Mcr ARLAND, 3d 
Oaks, Pa. 
Business Administration 
Forty-nine 
u 'I, 1942 
s ~ 
;4 
FRANKLYN D. MILLER 
Hazle ton, Pa. 
Che mistry-Biology 
CHESTER L. MODER 
Ruthe rford, N. J. 
Chemistry-Biology 
Fifty 
JUNE E. MEUNIER 
Haddonfield, N. J. 
Modern Languages 
DORIS N. MORGAN 
Pottsville, Po. 
Chemist ry-Biology 
• 
___ entopj 
VICTOR L. MORNINGSTAR 
Saxton, Po. 
Business Admin istration 
PAUL F. MOSER 
Norristown, Po. 
Business Administ ration 
Filty-one 
';!, 1942 
WILLIAM J. MUSICK 
Bath, Pa. 
Chemistry-Biology 
PAULINE R. NISSLY 
Florin, Pa. 
English 
Fifty-two 
RALPH A. MOYER, JR. 
Pottstown , Pa. 
History-Social Science 
JEAN L. PATTERSON 
Upper Darby , Pa . 
Modern Languages 
• 
• 
............ entorj 
GERALDINE M. REED 
Kirklyn, Pa. 
Chemistry-Biology 
BETTE A. REPLOGLE 
Altoona, Pa. 
History-Social Science 
Fifty-th ree 
U ';!, 1942 
WILLIAM J. SELFRIDGE 
Pitman, N. J. 
History-Social Science 
GEORGE F. SHUSTER, JR . 
Elkins Park, Pa. 
History-Social Science 
Fifty-lour 
• 
DOROTHY W. SCHLEINKOFER 
Atco, N. J. 
Chemistry-Biology 
EV A JUNE SMITH 
Birdsboro, Pa . 
History-Social Science 
I 
I 
I 
GEORGE S. SPOHN 
Rahns, Pa. 
Mathematics 
Fifty-five 
• 
-.....entop6 
HARRY E. SMITH 
Nesquehoning, Pa . 
Mathematics 
'I' 1942 
ALBERT M. THOMAS 
Summit Hill. Pa. 
Business Administration 
DOROTHY A. THURSTON 
Yonkers, N. Y. 
Modern Languages 
Fifty-six 
JOAN E. STOOTS 
Ches te r, Pa. 
Business Administration 
---. 
• 
ALBIN P. TKACZ 
Crum Lynne, Pa. 
Chemist ry-Biology 
JULIA E. URICH 
Harrisburg, Pa. 
English 
Fifty-seven 
• 
____ entopj 
JOYCE L. TUERS 
Crestwood, N. Y. 
English 
'I' 1942 
GERALDINE E. WALTERS 
Trappe. Po. 
English 
JEAN L. WEBB 
Fawn Grove. Po. 
History-Social Science 
Fifty-eight 
JANE L. VINK 
Norristown. Po. 
English 
WILMA E. WEISGERBER 
Lancaster. Pa . 
Chemistry-Biology 
• 
--...entOpj 
ROY A. WENHOLD 
East Greenville. Pa. 
Chemis try-Biology 
INGEBORG L. WESEMANN 
Rive rdale. N. Y. C. 
Modern Languages 
Fifty -nine 
u 'I' 1942 
NATHANIEL W. WINKELMAN. JR. 
Philadelphia. Pa. 
Chemist ry-Biology 
M. ELIZABETH WISMER 
Pottstown. Pa. 
English 
Sixty 
MAE E. WHITNEY 
Schwenksville. Pa . 
Modern Languages 
~--:-
• 
CHARLOTTE L. WITMER 
Trappe, Pa . 
Chemistry-Biology 
UNPHOTOGRAPHED 
• 
--....enlorj 
JOHN E. YEOMANS 
West Collingswood, N. J. 
History-Social Science 
W ALTER PHIPPS, JR . BARBARA J. ZULICK 
Sixty-one 
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JUNIO R C LASS O FFIC ERS 
OFFICERS 
EVAN MORROW 
Pre sident 
NANCY LANDIS 
Vice President 
DOROTHEA TROUT 
Secre tary 
GEORGE KRATZ 
Treasu re r 
Le ft to Righ t: Landis, Kratz, Trout, Morro w . 
u 
JUNIOR CLASS 
The office rs of the Jun ior Class. Evan Morrow. Na n cy Landis. Dorothea 
Trout. and G eorge Kratz. w e re e le ct ed lat e in the sop homore yea r of the 
Class . The e lection of Ev Morrow a s p resident marked the th ird time in as 
many years that a ne w president has presided ove r the Class . Those e le cted 
in the two pre ceding years some how did not stay in school. Althoug h the 
Class has s hrunk consid e rably in s ize since its e ntrance into Ursinus. many 
Ca mp us leade rs are membe rs of this Junior Class. 
One of the first jobs for the Class as juniors was the supe rvision of the 
el ection of Freshmen Class office rs and the arranging of the annual banque t 
tende red the Freshman Class. This y ear the Juniors took good care of the 
newly e le cted Freshman Class preside nt . Dick Edwards. and thwarted all 
att empts by the sophomore s to kidnap him. The Freshman Banque t was he ld 
in the Valley Forge Hotel in Norristown and was a comple te success . 
The highlight in the activities of the junior year for the Class of ' 43 was 
the Junior Week-end. April 10-12 . The big e vent of this week-end was the 
last of the two formal dances during the year. the Junior Prom. he ld Friday 
night. April 10. in the Thompson-Gay gymnasium. Bud Payne as chairman 
of the Prom Committee pre se nt ed the orchestra of the W e st Che ste r Criterions 
to a large and pleased crowd. The beautiful simplicity of the decorations 
for the gym made them the most outstanding in many years. An informal 
dance held in the upper dining room. Saturday night. April 11. under the 
direction of Walt Vernon. rounded out the activities for the week-end. 
B y 
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Sixty-four 
JUNIORS 
FIRST ROW : Sh irley Anderson, Robert Bauer, Gilbert Bayne, Frederick Becker, 
James Bligh . 
SECOND ROW : Grace Brandt , Clark Brown, Elaine Brown, Margaret Brown, Joh n 
Burkhalter . 
THIRD ROW : Charles Burroughs, Charles Cassel , Dorothy Charlesworth , Garfield 
Clark, Robert Cochran. 
FOURTH ROW : Mar jorie Colsher, Edwin Cook, Robert Cooke, Frank Curtis, Mary 
DiMedio. 
u R s I N u s c o L 
Sixty-five 
L E G E 
-R u B 
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JUNIORS 
FIRST ROW : J. William Ditter, Jean Dornsi fe, Isabel Downing, Hazel Drumh eller, 
Raymond Duncan. 
SECOND ROW: Herman Eilt s, Richard Ellis , M. Virginia Ernest, Jean Ewen, 
Marian Fegley. 
THIRD ROW : Philip Getty, Jack Gibson, Jane Gordon, Albert Grant, Er ic Hallman . 
FOURTH ROW : Doris Harrington, Robert Hart , Elwood Helle r, Robert Hess, 
Warren Hewitt. 
y 1 9 4 2 
Sixty -six 
• 
JUNIORS 
FIRST ROW : Constance Holden. Elizabeth Hollis. Constance Hopkins. Llewellyn 
Hunsicker. Frank Hyatt. 
SECOND ROW : David Ingersoll . Joseph Irvin . Peggy Keagle. William Keagle. 
Elizabeth Knoll. 
THIRD ROW : Homer Koch. George Kratz . Anna Kutz. Nancy Landis. Herbert 
Leswing. 
FOURTH ROW : Wilma McCready. Jack Maurer. Edwin McCausland. Donald 
Melson. Clark Moore . 
u R s I N u s c o L 
Sixty-seven 
, 
L E G E 
R u B 
JUNIORS 
FIRST ROW: Evan Morrow, Ruth Moser, Robert Nissly, Leon North, Elizabeth 
Power. 
SECOND ROW: lames Rabon , Robert Rapp, Betty Reese, Ellen Rice, Catherine 
Richard. 
THIRD ROW: lames Richards, Ruth Riegel, Helen Rogalinski, Blanche Shirey, 
Marion Stocker. 
FOURTH ROW : Herbert Sutcliffe, Carol Swartley, Margaret Teal , lack Thomas, 
lames Tippett. 
y 
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Sixty-e ight 
JUNIORS 
FIRST ROW Dorothea Trout. Walter Vernon, Sherwood Wadsworth , Emily Wagner 
SECOND ROW Nevin Wanner, Mary Alice Weaver, Mary Anna Wiley, Frederick 
Wllholm 
THIRD ROW Frontes Wilt , Winifred Yeager, James Zeigler 
UNPHOTOGRAPHED TUNIORS 
Mildred Bricker Ernesl Shultz 
Thomas Pasl ras Edward Tallts 
Ben jamin Perkins L e Worthmg 
u R s I N u s c o L 
Sixty nln 
L E G E 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS 
Left to Right : Ludwic k, Kuhn , Bright, Tredinnick. 
OFFICERS 
ARNO KUHN 
President 
JULIA LUDWICK 
Vice President 
MARION BRIGHT 
Secretary 
ROBERT TREDINNICK 
Treasurer 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Getting off to an ea rly start, Burt Lear, Joe Tropp and the rest of a 
carefully chosen reception committee e xtended a warm welcome to the 
incoming Freshman Class long befo re matriculation, and followed up the 
informal greeting with an after-dinner talent show and the traditional 
pajama parade. The sophomores failed to esco rt the frosh president to the 
Freshman banquet; but an attempt to capture President Arno Kuhn was in 
turn frustrated . 
Bill Talarico, Gash, Shropshire, Tropp, Steward, Ort, and Detwiler formed 
the nucleus of Pete Stevens ' varsity gridders. Joltin ' Joe Tropp wrestled the 
ea rs of his opponents and Don Stamm placed third in the Middle Atlantic 
wrestling m eet. Ziegler, Kuhn, and Heckman paced Hash 's warriors of the 
wooden ways after the whole second string of more sophomores was elimin-
ated by the dean, the draft, or enlistment. Jeann e Mathieu , Marion Bright, 
and Barbara Fow starred for Sne ll's belles in hockey and basketball. 
The highlight of the year was the Soph Hop, Friday, March 13, at which 
more than 125 couples danced to the music of Bob Sheble and his orchestra. 
Thi s successful even t was under the direction of Bob Tredinnick and a com-
mittee of six sophomores. 
In any group, the leaders playa large part in success or failure. Serving 
with Arno Kuhn as Class Officers were Judy Ludwick, vice president. Marion 
Bright. secretary. and Robert Tredinnick. treasurer. 
B y - 1 9 4 2 
Seventy 
, 
CURTIS SOPHOMORES 
fir st Ro w Ross, Eckenroth, Tomafsky, J Rorer, T 
Roror, W III, Kuhn , Barbash 
Socond Row VerdeIli, Parker, LeVan, Datz, Young, 
Trodannlck, Zloglor, White. 
Third Row Poiffer, Simpkins, Ma n, Taylor Guillard 
Dixon, Gliva 
u R s r N u s 
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S vent y ·on 
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BRODBECK SOPHO ORES 
firlt Ro.... Str~ub, Burk Doni II, 
Lamond, Dotwll r Ort. H ndrteh 
S cond Row Lyonl Halfman, 
Chun« Cr. liZ, Lauch, Yat I 
Thud Ro'" )« hm Haln, y, Und r 
wood, H ekman, PI re, lohnlon, 
M<nd nh II 
L L E G E 
FREELAND, DERR, AND ST IN E 
SOPHOMORES 
Seat ed Parsons, Weand , Dahlman, 
Clark, Parks, Alderler, Steward . 
Standing Bickel, Staige r, Schonfe ld , 
Bo ysen . 
R u B y -
SHREINER SOPHOMORES 
First Ro w : Terrill, Ludwick, Yarger, Buckley . 
Second Row : Freeman, Heckman, Ross, Grubb, Mc-
Daniels . 
Th ird Row : GlOw, Kirch e r, Halbruegge. 
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Seventy-two 
• 
, 
MAPLES SOPHOMORES 
Sooted ' Zimmerman, Evaul. Hogg, Herbert , Stretch , 
Kanwishor, Doan . 
Standing Holl er, Hoover 
u R s I N u s c 
Soventy throo 
o 
CLA 'o1ER SOPHO ORES 
Ftr.t Row He •• , L,ttle, Knopf 
Second Row Kirby, Greenawald 
Lamprech er, ',I h,teside Espen-
shade 
Third Row Lytle , .1 0 hewson, Tri -
plClcn 
L L E G E 
- -
SOUTH AND L YNNEWOOD 
SOPHOMORES 
Seated on Floor : Cooke, Downs. 
Seated : Thomas, Walton, Bright, 
Beidelman, Harbach . 
Standing : Smith, Kirlin, Boger. 
R u B y -
GLENWOOD, 944, 612 SOPHOMORES 
Seated: Wisler, Bartholomew, Levan, Weierbach, 
Behler. 
Standing: Granninger, Lovett, Herbert. 
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Seventy- fou r 
DA Y STUDY SOPH OMORE MEN 
Loll 10 Righi Hayes. Allen. Moyer. Crosby. Brunner. 
Cla ys. 
u R S ~~I==~N=-~U====S======C====O= 
S v nly·/tv 
DA Y STUDY SOPHOMORE 
\ O~ EN 
Back Row ROlclola Ellabrook Toal . 
BrooKs 
fronl Row Grow. He •• , .1111 r 
L L E G E 
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FRESHMAN CLASS O FFICERS 
Left to Right : Fetch. Klein, Edward s, Bradway. 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
OFFICERS 
RICHARD EDWARDS 
President 
SHIRLEY KLEIN 
Vice President 
BETTY BRADWAY 
Secretary 
WILLIAM FETCH 
Treasurer 
u B y 
Eighty-five red hats and seventy green ribbons were to be 
seen at the beginning of this year as the freshmen men and 
women donned their customs. 
This year 's freshman class was somewhat more meek that 
that of last year which boasted of fellows like Gash and 
Tropp. The usual initiation was accorded the freshmen men 
in the customary pajama parade. The "bull sessions," how-
e ver. w e re dispensed with because of the acquiesent atti-
tude of the freshmen. As the year progressed. however, the 
class acquired more spunk as they became more accustomed 
to their surroundings. 
The annual freshman reception was held in the College-
ville-Trappe High School gymnasium because of the new 
floor b e ing put on the Thompson-Gay gymnasium. The eve-
ning was a complete success as freshmen met upperclassmen 
and vice versa. 
Early in Novembe r the freshmen class elected Richard 
Edwards as its President. An attempt by the sophomores to 
kidnap the president was unsuccessful and Edwards ap-
peared in the protective company of the Juniors at the Fresh-
man Banquet held in the Valley Forge Hotel in Norristown. 
Othe r officers elected by the class were Shirley Klein. vice 
president. Betty Bradway, secretary. and Bill Fetch. treasurer. 
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Seventy -six 
• 
TOP: FRESHMAN WOMEN 
BOTTOM: FRESHMA EN 
u R s I NU S ==~============== 
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MEWS STUDENT COU NCIL 
Seated Glass. Fister. Brick. Binder. Cooke. Becker. Morrow. 
Standing : Daniels. Luginbuhl. Bauer. Mayku!. 
MEN'S STUDENT COUNCIL 
OFFICERS 
FRED BINDER 
President 
ROBERT COOKE 
Secretary-Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 1942: Fred Binder. Alvin 
Brick. Joseph Glass. Robert Lugin-
buhl. Bruce MacKenzie. Edward 
Maycu!. 
Class 01 1943: Robert Cooke. Fred 
Becker. Evan Morrow. Robert 
Bauer. 
Class 01 1944: Blaine Fister. William 
Daniels . 
u B y -
Eighty 
The Men 's Student Council is made up of 
representatives elec ted by the men of each 
class. The Council consists of six seniors. four 
juniors. two sophomores. and one freshman. 
The activities of the Council are for the most 
part, in pursuance of a plan of closer cooper-
ation between the Administration and the 
Stude nt Body. To better accomplish th is pur-
pose the Council delegates enforcement of 
the freshman rules to the Sophomore Rules 
Committee, reserving only the right of gen-
eral surveillance. In addition to the attempt 
to preserve the traditions of Ursinus, another 
duty of the Council is law enforcement in re-
gard to respect for College property. The 
Council also aids in providing activities and 
entertainment for the students as they cooper-
ate with other Campus organizations in spon-
soring several dances a year. 
1 9 4 2 
WOMEN'S STUDENT COUNCIL 
Seated Allebach, Kirlin, Trout, Dakay, Ernest, Harbach 
Standing Kuntz, Swartley, Buckingham 
WOMEN'S STUDENT COUNCIL 
The Women's Student Council is elected at 
large by the women students and these repre-
s ntatives make the necessary rules and 
regulations lor all the women . To supervise its 
rulings, the body appoints a Junior Advisory 
Committee which helps to enforce and inter-
pret the rulings . I ts fundamental aims are to 
promote character building and develop a 
s ns of responsibility among the wome n stu-
d nts . It s duties are somewhat similar to those 
of th Men's Student Council. In addition to 
these duties, the Women's Student Council 
h Ips to sponsor activities of a social nature 
such as Color Day and fashion shows, and 
coop rates with the Men 's Student Counctl 
tn th · sponsoring of the " Lorelei " Dance and 
oth r dances during the yea r. 
u R s I N u s 
Elghty·one 
c 
OFfICERS 
ELIZABETH DAKA Y 
President 
DOROTHEA TROUT 
Vice President 
BETTY KIRLIN 
Socretary 
MARY VIR G INIA ERNEST 
Tr caurer 
MEMBERS 
Class 0 1 1942 : Elizabeth Dakay, E 
J Buckingham. Elizabeth Allu -
bach 
Class 0 1 194 3: Mary VlrQtOla Ern I , 
Doroth a Trout, Carot Swortl y 
Class 01 1944 : Kathryn Harbach , 
B lIy Kirlin 
Class 01 1945 : Adol Kuntz 
o L L E G E 
I 
TOP : COUNCIL ON STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
First Row . Dougherty, Hogeland , Dakay . 
Second Row ' McAllister, Brick, Appleget, Agan, Adams. 
BOTTOM ' COU NCIL O N STUDENT EXPENDITURES 
Left to Right : Brick, Ernest, Agan . 
R u B y 
Eighty-t w o 
COUNCIL ON 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
OFFICERS 
DR. J. HAROLD BROWNBACK 
Chai rman 
MISS C AMI LLA STAHR 
PROF. MAURICE O . BONE 
MRS. FRANKLIN I. SHEEDER 
MR. SEIBER PANCOAST 
The purpose of the Council on Stu-
dent Act ivities is to arrange a calen-
dar of the activities of the year so as 
to eliminate conflicts between e vent s 
sponsored by the various campus or-
ganizations. In order that all the or-
ganizations may have equal repre-
sentation, the Preside nts of all cam-
pus organizations are automatically 
me mbers of the Council. 
COUNCIL ON 
STUDENT EXPENDITURE 
OFFICERS 
PROF. MAURI CE O. BONE 
Chai rman 
PROF. FRANKLIN I. SHEEDER 
MR. RUSSELL C . JOHNSON 
The Council on Stude nt Expendi-
ture was formed to supervise all or-
ganizations which receive and spend 
mone y . It is the Council's duty to see 
that the various organizations keep 
thei r budgets balanced. The Council 
audits the books of all campus groups 
twice a year. It also regulates the 
prices of admission charged on the 
Campus for dances and other social 
functions . 
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THE 1942 RUBY 
KElINETH E HOOPES 
Edilor in·Chicf 
To publish a yearbook 15 a task, but 
to publish a good yearbook 15 a really 
difftcult task . The best yearbook pub-
lish d would not please everyone 
We hav tried to the best of our abil-
ity and resources with which to work 
to pr sent to the students a good year-
book . The success of our attempt may 
b disputed by som and applauded 
by others. W hav tried to profit by 
th xp rienc of mistakes in previous 
y ars and oth r years' successes to 
pi a. th majority 
ThiS y ar w hav Introduced s v-
ral n w Id as which w thought n-
hanc d th If ct of th book B-
c us on of th main obj ctions to 
unsucc ssful books WflS the cover, the 
pad d I th r cov'r was again tn-
t rod uc d Th lack of color tn any 
R s I N u s 
-
GEORGE S SPOH 
Bu lness ~anageT 
book lessens tis appeal Thus color 
was again used, although not as free-
ly as we would have Itked because of 
restncted finances The idea of in-
formal poses in the senIOr section was 
innovated with the thought that they 
look more natural and lif -lik than 
the ordinary head and shoulders por-
trait As many new thtngs are not 
pleasing to the eye at first, the new 
ideas herein expressed may not please 
Immediately, but we f I that as time 
passes their value will incr se 
We must accept r sponsibtllty for 
everything in thiS volume We do not 
mak any xcus s for mistakes wn 
made but only hope that our efforts 
have be n in h most part succ ssful 
THE EDITOR 
c o L L E G 
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RUBY EDITORIAL STAFF 
Seated : Vink, M. Foste r, Hoopes, C . Foste r , Knoll. 
Standing : Heefn e r , Moser, Crone, Weave r, Clark. 
RUBY EDITORIAL STAFF 
Editor -in -Chief 
KENNETH HOOPE S 
Assistant Editor 
GARFIELD CLARK 
Senior Class Associates 
DOUGLAS CRONE 
GRA CEMARY GREENE 
Soph omore Class 
A ssocia te 
ROBERT TREDINNI CK 
Features Editors 
MARJORIE FO STER 
WILLIAM HEEFNER 
MARG ARET BR OWN 
R u B 
Ju n ior Class Associates 
ELIZABETH KN OLL 
RUTH M OSER 
C AROL SWARTLEY 
MARY ALICE WEAVER 
JEAN EWEN 
Sports Edi tors 
JUDY HOGG 
J. WILLIAM DITTER 
RA Y DUN CAN 
Activ ities Edit o rs 
JANE VINK 
HERMAN EILTS 
C AROL FOSTER 
y 
The editorial staff of the RUBY was com-
posed chiefly of upperclassmen. Due to ap-
parent little interest in the yearbook no 
freshmen w e re on the staff. The entire staff 
worked together with little friction and in 
some cases little work. However the staff co-
operated in almost every instance to attempt 
to publish the "bigger and better yearbook" 
which the editor promised at the beginning 
of the year. 
One of the biggest p robl ems with which 
the editor and the staff were confronted was 
the apparent absence on campus of anyone 
capable of taking candid and action pictures. 
Howe ve r, Jim Barbash came to the rescue to 
b e the photographe r of most of the sports 
action picture s appearing in thi s book. The 
s taff wants to thank Jim for getting them out 
of this spot and giving the book some good 
pictures . 
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Eighty-four 
RUBY BUSINESS STAff 
Sooted Durraughs, Schlelnkolcr, Yoomans, Spohn, Coulter ~elsgerber Rapp 
Standing Gravor, Cooko, Borgor, Webb, Trout, Thurston, Morgan Shuster 
Th business manager and stall were again 
confronted with the old problem of balancing 
th budg t Because the compulsory subscrip-
Iton plan of last y ar was abandoned Ihe 
sloll was again faced with Ihe problem of 
not knowing how many copies would be sold . 
Thus only a t ntattve budget could be drawn 
up, mainly on gu sswork. 
As the year progressed, however, Business 
Monag r Spohn and his stafl solved the 
mon y probl m by sponsoring dances in the 
upp r dining room, by extensive subscription 
campaigns wh r by prizes were awarded to 
th p rson g tting th most subscriptions, and 
by th introduction of n · w id as in adv rtis-
tnq, such as th patrons pag To George 
S ohn and hts s taff must go the cr dt! for 
m kinq av dabl th mon y which mak · s 
th diff r nc{ b tw en a poor y arbook and 
goo yo rbook 
u R s I N u s 
RUBY BUSINESS STAFF 
Business M anagor 
GEORGE SPOHN 
Assistant Businols cnoger 
ROBERT RAPP 
Junior Alsistant Busine,. Manager 
HOW ARD LYONS 
Adverllslng Stall 
JOHN YEOMA S 
Manager 
ROBERT COOKE 
HELENE BERGER 
GERALDINE REED 
DOROTHEA TROUT 
JEAN WEBB 
PEGGY KEAGLE 
\ ILSON BURKE 
DA VID KRUSEN 
HERBERT LESWING 
c o L L 
Utdll y Staff 
CHARLES GRAVER 
anag r 
JA .1ES RICHARDS 
DORIS ORGA 
PAULllE lllSSLY 
RUTH RIEGEL 
DOROTHY THURSTOII 
WIL A WEISGERBER 
GEORGE SHUSTER 
VILLIA <1 KEAGLE 
ROBERT YOU G 
E G E 
R 
THE 
URSINUS WEEKLY 
DENTO N HERBER 
Editor 
Almost four years of intimate association with THE URSINUS WEEKLY 
are over. Since that relationship is now dissolved, it is exceedingly difficult 
to pen a few lines without injecting some of that spirit of intimacy and 
kinship which one begins to feel after mothering the "rag" for a year. The 
WEEKLY is each editor's creation and, believe me, there is no feeling quite 
like the realization that there in print before you is the product of your 
worry, work, and sweat. So much for sentimental retrospection. 
What does the WEEKLY mean to you? Most likely you have never stopped 
to reflect upon its function on campus, but you have just accepted it as it 
it was. You mayor may not have found it interesting reading. And it was 
only natural for you to pass judgment upon it according to its popular appeal. 
But if the WEEKLY was merely interesting, we who have edited it have 
reason to be highly dissatisfied with our 
work . It was never our purpose to make the 
WEEKLY sensational. What we strove to 
bring you was the truth just as accurately 
and as detailed as we could mirror it. 
The press deals with ideas, and an idea is 
the most potent thing in the world. That is 
the reason the WEEKLY is important at Ur-
sinus. It reflects the ideas students are enter-
taining both as it records their activities in 
the regular news columns and as it repro-
duces thoughts in the raw in letters to the 
editor, columnists' offerings, and editorials . 
If there is ever to be a bigger and better 
Ursinus, it must first have its birth in ideas. 
Just so long as the WEEKLY cultivates think-
ing and encourages the expression of ideas 
in concrete form, so long is it fulfilling the 
primary function of the press. 
THE EDITOR 
u B y -
Eig ht y-six 
WEEKLY BUSINESS STAFF 
Left: Hutchinson, Circulation Man-
ager . 
Right : Brick, Advertising Manager. 
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WEEKLY EDITORIAL BOARD 
Scatod LOVlno., Brey, Herber, 
Adam., Dakay 
Standing Heller, Smith, Knoll, Berg· 
er, Dillor 
WEEKL Y EDITORIAL STAFF 
u 
Editor • • 
Sport s Editor 
Managing Editor 
• • Donton Herber 
Garnot Adams 
Wallace Broy 
Editorial A ss is tant s: Helone B rger, I William 
Dill r, Elwood HelILr, Franklyn Mill r 
r eature Editor B tty Dakay 
Alumni Editor • • • • Eva lune Smith 
Socie ty Editor loyc Lownoa 
Associa. Sport s Editor • • Betty Knoll 
Ass istant Sports Editor Robort Ihne 
FEATURE WRITERS 
Re port e rs : Margar I Brown. lohn Corn Iy ROla 
lind Elting, Rob rl Tr d.nnicK. 
R s I N u s 
NEWS STAFF 
Reporters: loseph Chapltne, Hazel Drumheller, 
Marian Fegley Marian Grow, Adele Kuntz. 
Donald M lIon, Ruth Moser. Leon orth, 
Bett} Reese, Eileen Sm.th Glen Stewart 
Fred Tomallky, Mary Altce Weaver, Betty 
lane eider, Belly Yeag r, Winifred Y'ager 
SPORTS STAFF 
Re port rs: Manon Bright. Ela.ne Brown I on 
Ew n DonI Harnngton, Nancy Land ... ludy 
Ludwick, lamel Raban, AI Well. 
BUSINESS STAFF 
Adv e rti s ing Manag r 
Circulation Manag e r 
Alvan Bnck 
Albort Hutchinson 
Slall Ass istant s: EdWin Cock, Howard Lyon •• 
RUlh R.eg I. loon Slool., Doroth,a Troul 
c o L L E G 
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GRIZZLY GRIDDER STAFF 
Left Arnold, Business Manager . 
Righi ' Wenhold, Ed itor. 
-
"Y" HANDBOOK 
Th e " Y" Handbook is the guide book for 
e very incoming freshman class . It introduces 
the new students to all the organizations and 
activities of Ursinus, and also publishes the 
general rules of the College as well as men 's 
and freshmen regulations. Besides the rules 
the Handbook contains such valuable ma-
terial as bus schedules, school songs, and 
other u3eful information. 
The Handbook is printed during the sum-
mer and distributed to th e freshmen upon 
their arrival on Campus. This year Betty 
Knoll was the edi tor of th e '41-'42 issue and 
Garfield Clark was the business manager. 
R u B y 
GRIZZLY GRIDDER 
The "Grizzly Gridder," which is the pro-
gram magazine which appears on campus 
every home football game, was edited by Roy 
W en hold. By publishing material about play-
ers, their pictures, line-ups, and team statis-
tics, the Gridder keeps the students informed 
about each home football game. 
One of the outstanding issues this year was 
that which appeared for sale at the Delaware 
game. This issue paid tribute to the new 
varsity football coach, Pete Stevens, as part 
of the Pete Stevens Day celebration. 
Richard Arnold was the business manager 
of the publication. It was due to his efforts 
that the Gridder was a financial success. The 
profit derived each year from the sale of Grid-
ers is turned over to the Varsity Club. 
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" Y" HANDBOOK STAFF 
Left: Clark, Business Manager. 
Right : Kn oll, Editor. 
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THE LANTERN 
f . , 
Alloclale Ed,lors 
JANE VINK 
BARBARA COOKE 
CARO L SWARTLEY 
DENTO N HERBER 
JOSEPH CHAPLINE 
FRANK HYATT 
FRANK C URTI S 
RO BERT TREDINNI C K 
THE LAIITERN STAFF 
Left HeIbel. Ed,lor 
R,gh' Lug.nbuhl. BusIness .1onago, 
GLADYS HEI BEL 
Ed,lor 
Bu Ine anogor 
RO BERT LU G INBUHL 
EDWIN McC AUS LA D 
EMILY TERR IL L 
Faculty Advl r 
C ALVI D YOST. JR 
MARTIN W WITME R 
FRANKLIN I S HEEDER 
Th Lantern is the literary magazine 01 Ursinus In it app or stories, 
ssa ys. poems and reviews This publtcalion appears on Campus three tim s 
a y or. Ev ry year finds th" Lantern a b tier and more established stud nt 
publtcation This year the st If lound some difficulty in s cunng nough 
mat rial especially in the last Issue 01 th Y or This appar nt shortog 01 
ma t rial. how vcr. was comp nsat d lor by th good mat n I which was 
to b lound in th issu Th Christmas issu was 1111 d with xc II nt 
lit rary mat rial. On 01 th most out tanding artIcles was In th 
an inlormal essay. "So You Want To B An Edllor." wntt n by 
H Ib I. th dltor 01 th Lant rn. Th,s humorous b,t 01 work suggest 
th POSItIon 01 d,tor is b s t WIth wo 5 any other good artlcl 
po ms also a p or d in thiS ISSU 
lorm 01 
Gladys 
d that 
nd 
Gladys H ib I was th ditor 01 the L nt rn nd w s assist by C rol 
S w rtl y Rob rt Luginbuhl was th busln ss manag r It wus hiS lob to 
m k th L nt rn IInanclal succ 55 by 9 tllng th n cessary adv rtl -
m n ts. Luginbuhl was (1SSISt d by EdWin cCausland 
I N u s _ c o L L E G _ --'=,E 
EI h.y Din 
YMCA 
YWCA 
Every student at Ursinus is a member of 
the Y.M.C.A. or Y.W .C.A. For the advantage 
of supervising its many activities a cabinet 
composed of the various committee chairmen 
and members is the governing body of the 
combined " Y's" . 
One of the main objectives of the y 's is 
closer cooperation with the other campus or-
ganizations in an attempt to support and aug-
ment worthy functions at Ursinus. Along the 
spiritual line of work, the y 's have charge of 
conducting the weekly Vesper services as 
well as morning services and religious discus-
sions. During the year the Y groups spon-
sored, in cooperation with other campus or-
ganizations, such social events as the Fresh-
man reception, the Hallowe'en party, the 
Christmas banquet, and the Christmas party. 
In the spring of each year the y 's sponsor a 
week-end of activities and discussions known 
as the All-Ursinus Conference. This year, 
however, due to the shortened school year, 
th e Conference was confined to one day. The 
subject of the Conference was "Living Under 
Tension. " 
R u B y 
COMBINED Y.M.C .A.- Y .W.C .A. CABINET 
Seated : Wenhold , Patterson, Adams, Lo wnes . 
Standing : Brandt, Fister, Bauer, Teal. 
-
OFFICERS 
GARNET O. ADAMS 
JEAN PATTERSON 
Presidents 
ROBERT BAUER 
GRACE BRANDT 
Vice President s 
BLAINE FISTER 
ELIZABETH TEAL 
Secretaries 
ROY WEN HOLD 
JOYCE LOWNES 
Treasurers 
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Another memorable date on the " Y" calendar is 
the annual winter conference wh ich is held at Buck 
Hill Falls and is attended by representatives from 
many colleges. A week-end of winter sports and dis-
cussions is the program. 
Each year the " Y's" under the direction of the So-
cial Action Committee collect contributions for the 
World Student Service Fund which is used to allevi-
ate the plight of students in China, Europe, and other 
countries at war. By selling chopsticks, dessert-less 
meals, personal soliciting, and the shovllng 01 the 
movie " Kukan, " the " Y" was able to achieve their 
quota of two hundred dollars lor this year 
Garnet Adams was President 01 the Y M C A this 
year. His hard work and steady interest were in a 
great part responsible for the success of the "Y" pro-
grams this year. Jean Patterson served as President 
01 the Y.W.C.A. and filled her position very capably 
and very efficiently. 
Y.M.C.A. Y.W.C.A. 
CABINET 
COMMITTEES 
BETTY K OLL 
LEO NORTH 
Vespers 
BLA CHE SHIREY 
ELWOOD HELLER 
Program 
EMILY AG ER 
GARFIELD CLARK 
Social Service 
GEORGE SHUSTER 
ROBERTA GUIN ESS 
Social 
ROBERT BA UER 
GRACE BRANDT 
Freshman ActivIties 
JOHN BURKHALTER 
JOAN STOOTS 
M USIC 
THE COMBINED Y" C A -Y W C A CO.\ .HTTEES 
u R s I N u s c o L L E G 
-
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BROTHERHOOD OF ST. PAUL 
The Brotherhood of St. Paul is an organization of pre-
ministerial students which has for its purpose the cultiva-
tion of the Christian principles among its members and on 
Campus. This group, the oldest surviving organization on 
the Ursinus Campus, meets at the home of Dr. Sturgis, its 
advisor, once a month . A worship service and an informal 
discussion make up the meetings. In an effort to create a 
feeling of greater tolerance and understanding among all 
the denominations, ministers and speakers from various de-
nominations are sometimes invited to the mee tings. The 
Brotherhood in cooperation with the y 's also conducted a 
weekly early morning devotional se rvice at the home o f the 
College Pastor, Dr. Lentz. The Brothe rhood also took cha rge 
of the Sunday Vesper services several times d ur ing the y ear. 
OFFICERS 
FRAN CIS HAUSE MAN 
President 
BLAINE FI STER 
Vice President 
G EO RG E HO SLER 
Secretary-Treasurer 
DR. RUSSELL STURGIS 
Advisor 
First Row: Gay, Fister, Hauseman, Hosler, Adams. 
Second Row : Bickel, Tallis, Parsons, Shultz, Hudson. 
Third Row : Daniels, Hart, Walbert, Koch. 
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MUSIC CLUB 
DR PHILIP 
Ad'lIsor 
•• 
The Music Club is a campus organization which is designed to provide 
any member of the student body with Ihe opportunity to listen. play. and 
discuss music . Boasting of a membership of almost fifty students. the usic 
Club has fostered a deep interest in both vocal and Instrumental work all 
during the year. Meetings of the Club are held once every two weeks Pro-
graml< are arranged so as to include the outstanding talents of the group 
both individually and collectively. Outside talent IS also secured to enterlaln 
the members or to discuss with them matters of musical in erest Outstand-
ing among the musical programs presented this year was an opera nigh 
at which C. David Hocker. co-founder and general manager of the Phila-
delphia Opera Co .. gave a short talk on the opera. and several young stars 
of the company were heard in arias from operas. Another among the events 
sponsored by the Club was a viola-piano recital featuring David and John 
Garvey of Reading . This recital was well attended and enjoy d by all. 
OFFICERS 
FRANCES KOOKER 
Pro.idenl 
JOAN STOOTS 
V Ice Pr s,dent 
DOROTHEA TROUT 
5 eretary Trto ur r 
rRANCES KOOKER 
Pr lId nt 01 
MU IIC Club 
R s I N u s c o L L E G E 
THE MEISTERSINGERS 
First Row : Lutz , Wolfe, Cooke, Fox, Dr . Philip, Hartman, Weaver , Glassner, 
Burroughs. 
Second Row : Stocker, Melson , Heller, Estabrook, W ismer, Man, Appleget, Teal. 
Th ird Ro w : Hopkin s, Greene, Burkhalter, Djorup , Kn ol l. 
R u 
MEISTERSINGERS 
Although Ursinus is not a college with an extensive music course, the 
College has made quite a reputable showing in music for the past few 
years. The best known of the musical organizations to the outside world 
is the Meis tersingers. Every year the Meistersingers make a number of trips 
to sing at church services and social gatherings in the towns in the neigh-
borhood of Collegeville . This year a concert given at Easton received wide-
spread publicity. Dr. Philip's ability and love for choral conducting ensure 
that the Meis tersingers turn out to be a success. 
The Meistersingers are a choral group made up of the Ursinus students 
who have more than average amount of vocal talent. Thus its members are 
a mong the ones who have the greatest musical ability at Ursinus. 
Re hearsals are held twice a week. At these rehearsals Dr. Philip discusses 
choral technique and interpretation as well as conducting the group in 
preparation for a concert. Such concerts are usually given Sunday afternoon 
or evening in a neighboring church. The Meistersingers sometimes also sing 
in the weekly Vesper services . The greatest venture of the year for the 
Meistersingers is the annual production of the " Messiah" in cooperation with 
professional soloists and the symphony orchestra. All the concerts have 
been well received by the listening public. 
B y 1 9 4 2 
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SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
The College Symphony Orchestra has been organized lor 
only nine years. Dr. Philip has been the conduc or since 
1935. In these nine years the orchestra has progressed 
steadily until it has gained a place 01 prominence among 
the musical organizations 01 Ursinus. 
One 01 the outstanding activities 01 the year lor this musical 
g roup is the annual presentation 01 Handel's ' Messiah " In 
the presentation the orchestra accompanies the chorus and 
the soloists. The orchestra also aids in the presentation 01 
the annual operetta given during commencement week 
PERSONNEL 
Violins 
William Braxaler 
Nal haniel W inkelman 
Margarel Teal 
Betty Jo Hoover 
James Boswell 
Archer Crosley 
Anna Kutz 
V.ola 
Beatrice Weaver 
Cellos 
Carl Anderman 
Alvan Topler 
Ba.s Violin 
Elaine Brown 
Flutes 
Marion Stocker 
Elizabeth Teal 
Lorraine Blasser 
OFFICERS 
DR. PHILIP 
Dlfec or 
JOH BURKHALTER 
Stage • anager 
JA ES BOSWELL 
Llbranan 
Clarine" 
John Burkhaller 
Elizabelh Rubin 
Trumpet 
Elwood Heller 
Trombone 
Andrew Souerwine 
P,ano 
Emma K Hariman 
THE URSINUS COLLEGE SYMPHO Y ORCHESTRA 
u R s I N u s c o L L E G E 
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THE URSINUS CO LLEGE BAND 
COLLEGE BAND 
OFFICERS 
DR. PHILIP 
Director 
FRED WILHELM 
Drum Major 
DOUGLAS CRONE 
Drill Sergeant 
ARCHER CROSLEY 
Business Manager 
PERSONNEL 
Color Guard 
A. Crosle y 
H. Eilts 
B. Hutt 
C. Kruse 
Trumpets 
E. Helle r 
A. Wight 
D. Le vitsky 
R. Shultz 
H. Alderfer 
P. Ne umann 
u B 
The Ursinus College Band each year gives loyal support 
to the football team and student body. Although the Band 
is not as large as many in other schools. for its size it pre-
sents a colorful spectacle as well as pleasing music at the 
home football games. This year the Band was improved both 
in playing ability and marching technique. This improve-
ment has in the most part been due to the numerous drills 
and rehearsals held during the season in an effort to make 
the U rsinus Band an asset to the College. 
Trombones 
D. Heller 
W. Parsons 
A. Topfer 
A . Souerwine 
H orns 
W . Ditter 
D. Richard 
J. Worthing 
Tuba 
J. Tippett 
y 
Nine ty -six 
Clarinets 
J. Burkhalter 
D. Kohlhas 
P. Laucks 
H. Leswing 
R. Wilson 
S. Avella 
Saxophones 
L. Walbert 
W. Wadsworth 
S. Nucho 
1 9 
Snare Drums 
L. Hunsicker 
E. Hallman 
J. Winter 
Bass Drum 
R. Weand 
Cymbals 
H. Koch 
4 2 
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COLLEGE CHOIR 
OFFICERS 
DR PHILIP 
DlreClor 
BARBARA COOKE 
Secretory 
The Ursinus Choir, one of the oldest musical organizations 
in the College, has become almost a traditional fac or of 
our everyday Campus life. In addition to playing an impor-
tant part in the daily morning chapel services, the Choir 
participates in several formal musical events throughout the 
year, such as the Christmas Communion service, the Easter 
service, the Baccalaureate service, and the concert following 
Baccalaureate. Th e highlight of its accomplishments is the 
annual rendition of Handel's " Messiah" assisted by well 
known soloists and artists. Each year the presenta ion of 
the " Messiah" draws t:lore crowds as the fame of he rendi-
tion by the Ursinus group spreads throughout the neighbor-
ing vicinity. Th e members of the choir who have the greatest 
vocal talent are selected to be part of the choral group known 
as the Meistersingers, Each year the choir has grown In SIze, 
this year the group has become larger than ever before. 
jOH BURKHALTER 
L, ranan 
THE URSINUS CHOIR 
First Row Lutz, Hudson, Wolfe, Cooke, Fox, Weaver Or Philip, Hartman , Bntlon, Gtallnor, 
Stocker, Hosler, Burroughs. 
u R s 
Second Row Hogg, Feath erer, Melson, Heller Estabrook, ~ .smor .1 an, Applegot , T t. 
Oowd, Herbert 
Third Row Grow, Philips, W.sler, Hopkins, Greene, Burkhalter 0 Jorup, Knoll , Hell, Hall ••• 
Hansen 
I N u s c o L L E G E 
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ENGLISH CLUB 
r 
I " 
OFFICERS 
GLADYS HEIBEL 
Presiden t 
CAROL SWARTLEY 
Secretary-Treasurer 
u B y 
ENGLISH CLUB 
Seated: Hopkins, Swartle y, Heibel, 
Be rg er, Dornbach . 
Standing : Ducat, Ernest, Vin k, Tue rs, 
Knoll, Lownes. 
The main objective of the English Club has been 
to have its members become more fully acquainted 
with the best contemporary literature. The dues paid 
by the me mbe rs of the Club are used to buy books for 
all to read. Books selected at the beginning of each 
semester are circulated among the members and are 
reviewed and discussed during the Club's meetings , 
Membership in the Club is honorary. A B+ average 
is n ecessary in all English courses as a requisite for 
membership. Membership is permanent until gradu-
ation. 
Many of the m embers of the English Club are also 
me mbe rs of the Manuscript Club, an organization 
which was formed by and for those interested in 
writing . The membe rs of this organization are the 
ones who usually contribute articles to the Campus 
publications. 
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FRENCH CLUB 
Seated Kooker, Rosciola, Anderman, 
Wesemann, Thurston, Stoots, 
Yeager. 
Standing Keyser, Benda, Bush, 
H"II .;r 
FRENCH CLUB 
The French Club is made up of studenls who 
or interested in the French language, usually 
language majors . Its purpose is to enable its 
members 10 sp ok better French . This is accom-
plish d by the exclusive use of the French lan-
guage in Ihe semi-monthly meelings. Literature, 
music, current events, mol ion pictures, and 
gam s provid the foundaltons on which the dis-
cussions are based. 
The formal nom of the group is Le Cercle 
Francais. It has been a highly successful group 
durtng th past few years, especially has Ihis 
b n true thts y or with the commg 10 Ursinus 
of Monsieur V euve. M onsl ur Veuve, who has 
b n taktng Dr Sibbald's place during Ihe lat-
t r 's illn ss, cam from Franc and has insltlled 
m th Fronch Club a n w int resl in th Fr nch 
I nguag nd customs. 
u R s I N u s c 
OFFICERS 
INGEBORG WESEMANN 
Presldont 
DOROTHY THURSTON 
V Ice President 
JUNE MEUNIER 
Socretory Trea r r 
o L L E G E 
R 
GERMAN CLUB 
Seated : Vink , Erne st, Lug inbu hl , 
Eilt s , Stocker . 
Standing: Greenawald, He ss, Hoff -
man , Berky, Wesemann . 
GERMAN CLUB 
OFFICERS 
ROBERT LUGINBUHL 
Presiden t 
HERMAN EILTS 
Vice President 
MARY VIRGINIA ERNEST 
Secreta ry -Treasurer 
DR. HARTZELL 
Ad v isor 
u B y 
The German Club was formed about six years ago 
for the single aim of creating among the German 
language students a group which had regular meet-
ings whe re a good time could be had in the true 
spirit of die alte Deutschen. These good times are 
a r:complished by the playing of games in German 
and singing German folk songs . In this way members 
of the Club may become acquainted with the culture 
and customs about which the German language has 
grown. Several times during the year the French 
Club and the German Club hold joint meetings. Mem-
u e rship in the German Club is chiefly made up of 
persons majoring or minoring in the German lan-
guage. although others who are interested are in-
vited to the meetings . Under the guidance of Dr. 
Hartzell this group has taken its place among the 
more informal activities on Campus. 
- 1 9 4 2 
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PRE -LEGAL SOCIETY 
The J. Lynn Barnard Pre-Legal Society was formed with 
the initial purpose of acquainting Ursinus studen s who 
were going to go to law school with the problems encountered 
in the practice of law. However this year he organizat ion 
has been practically defunct because of the small chance of 
practicing law during the war. One of the members sug-
gested that it be called the Pre-Service Men 's Society as 
most of the members expect to be in the Army or Navy upon 
graduation. Because of this diverting interest of war few 
meetings were held . The subjects usually discussed however, 
are arranged so that they give a pre-legal student an idea 
of a successful lawyer's problems. Speakers are invited to 
the meetings to discuss the different branches of law and 
the opportunities that the career offers . 
PRE LEGAL SOCIETY 
S .. ot .. d M. lIon , Dill r, H rb r, 
Ii. II " Curl ll 
Siandlnq Wli lon . Agon . Clark 
u R s I N u s c o 
O n Hund. dOno 
J 
L 
OfFICERS 
DE TO HERBER 
Preslden 
WILLlA DITTER 
V Ice Preslden 
EL WOOD HELLER 
Secretary 
DONALD ELSO 
Trea surer 
L E G E 
R 
HAINES POLITICAL SOCIETY 
OFFICERS 
DOUGLAS CRONE 
President 
ED. McCAUSLAND 
Vice President 
RUTH MOSER 
Secretary 
u B 
The Haines Political Society is named for Charles Grove 
Haines, a graduate of U rsinus in the Class of 1903 . Mr. 
Haines is a professor of political science at the University 
of California. He has been president of the American Political 
Science Association, and his numerous books on political 
science have gained him considerable recognition. The or-
ganization was formed two years ago as an outgrowth of 
the Interna tional Relations Club. The Society has several 
aims: first, to afford an opportunity for students to gain ex-
perience in parliamentary procedure; and secondly, to en-
courage discussion of current trends and problems in Ameri-
can politics . However, since the United States' entry into 
the war, home politics have been pushed into the background 
with very little interest being shown in politics and elections 
as compared to that in peacetime. Hence the organization 
this year has lost much of its importance and has been prac-
tically defunct. 
y 
\ I 
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One Hundred Two 
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HAINES POLITICAL SOCIETY 
Seated: Meunier, Replogle, Crone, 
Moser, Campbell. 
Standing : Heefner, Shuster, Smith, 
Richards, Heller . 
9 4 2 
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INTERN ATION AL RELATI O NS CLUB 
Seated: Ditt er. Herbe r. Duncan. 
Lownes, Byron, H eckman, Parson s, 
M oore. 
Standing : Schonfe ld. Heller. We ll s. 
Fister. Vink . Lamond. Crone. Hoff-
man. 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB 
The International Relations Club is composed of students 
interested in international affairs . The Club has for its spon-
sors Dr. Elizabeth B. Whit e and Dr. Eugene Miller. The func-
tion of the Club is to promote intelligent discussion among 
the group who have similar intere st in international affairs . 
By such discussion it is hoped that the students will develop 
a knowledge and sound opinions on current affairs. This 
year discussion has been based chiefly on the war. with its 
developments and possibilities . 
Besides its regular meetir:gs the Club has other important 
functions. Each year the re is an Intercollegiate Confere nce 
on International Affairs in which the College is rep resen ted . 
The 1. R. C. choses delegates to send to this conference. The 
Club also maintains an International Re lations corner in the 
Library. In this project the Andre w Carnegie Foundation aids 
the 1. R. C . and makes much information about current affairs 
available to the students of the College. 
New members are elected from a list of sophomore appli-
cants who have applied for membership at the beginning of 
the year. 
u R s I N u s c o 
One Hundred Three 
OFFICERS 
MARION BYRON 
Preside nt 
J. WILLIAM DITTER 
Vice President 
KARL AGAN 
Program Chai rman 
FLORENCE BECHTEL 
Secretary 
JOYCE LOWNES 
Treasurer 
L L E G E 
R 
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THE JAMES M. ANDERS PRE-MEDICA L SOCIETY 
ANDERS PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY 
OFFICERS 
ROBERT McALLISTER 
President 
GERALDINE REED 
Vice President 
DR. J. HAROLD BROWNBACK 
Advisor 
u B 
The James M. Anders Pre-Medical Society was founded 
about twelve years ago for the purpose of orientation of the 
pre-medical students to their chosen field. The society at-
tempts to inform pre-medical students about the courses they 
should pursue and the action they should take to be accepted 
in medical schools . In an e ffort to educate these future doc-
tors to the various fields and opportunities which the medical 
field o ffe rs, speakers of prominent standing and motion pic-
tures are presented in many of the meetings of the Society. 
The Society usually holds mee tings twice a month. These 
meetings are always well attended by faculty and non-medi-
cal studen ts as well as Socie ty members. 
Each year the Socie ty takes a trip to one of the Philadel-
phia Medical schools, and in the spring, to New York City 
to the various cente rs of science and medical research. Both 
of these trips are always awaited with eager anticipation 
by all members of the Society. 
Me mbe rship is dete rmined by a scholastic average of 80 
or better, and those underclassmen recommended by Dr. 
Brownback, the Society's advisor. 
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BEARDWOOD CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
u 
OFFICERS 
NICHOLAS BISCOTTE 
President 
WALLACE BREY 
Vice President 
ROSALIND ELTING 
Secretary-Treasurer 
DR. RUSSELL D. STURGIS 
Advisor 
The Beard wood Chemical Society is a group of chemistry 
students which was organized about seven years ago under 
the name of the Hall Chemical Society. With the death two 
years ago of Dr. Matthew Beardwood, a member of the 
Ursinus faculty for thirty-seven years, the name of the or-
ganization was changed to the Beardwood Chemical Society. 
It is a membe r of the Intercollegiate Studen t Chemists and 
each year takes part in the conference which this organ-
ization holds at one of the neighboring colleges or univer-
sities. During the year prominent men in the field of chem-
istry give lecture s on the various phases of chemistry. This 
year one of the more outstanding lectures was given by 
Arthur Martin, Ph .D., graduate of Ursinus College in the 
Class of 1938 and now affiliated with the He rcul es Powde r 
Company. He explained the che mistry of cellulose, the fi e ld 
in which he has been doing specialized research . Some other 
interesting lectures had to be cancelled due to conflicts with 
other Campus activities. 
Membership in the Society is open to chemistry majors 
and minors and since its founding has been increasingly 
active. 
THE BEARDWOOD CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
• 
R s I N u s c o L L E G E 
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CURTAIN CLUB 
MARION BYRON 
Pres. of Curtain Club 
The Curtain Club is the Campus organization 
which includes the students with dramatic talent. 
The Club usually produces several major plays 
each yea r. However since last year when the stage 
lighting conditions in the gymnasium made this 
impossible, only several one act plays have been 
produced. Th e last major production staged by the 
Club was "Lightnin' " given last spring. Then too 
the recent illness of Dr. Sibbald, coach of dra-
matics at U rsinus, has had a dampening influence 
on dramatics for the year. It is hoped that with 
the recovery of Dr. Sibbald and the installation of 
new stage lights, the Curtain Club will again gain 
the prominence on the Campus which it held for 
many years. 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA 
Alpha Psi Omega is one of 
the two national organizations 
on the Ursinus Campus. It s 
membership is made up of 
those students who have at-
tained a high standard in 
amate ur dramatics. Although 
membership is honorary cer-
tain qualifications are neces-
sary for membership. By 
means of a point system based 
on acting or stage work one 
may qualify for membership. 
The approval of the executive 
board then makes the candi-
date a member of the organi-
zation. Dr. and Mrs. Sibbald 
are the advisors of the organ-
ization. 
R u B y 
THE SIBBALD FAMILY 
Douglas, Mrs. Sibbald, and Dr. Sibbald. 
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"LIGHTNIN' " 
By WINCHELL SMITH and FRANK BACON 
MAIN CHARACTERS 
Divorce proceedings were filed in the Thompson-
Gay gymnasium on May 9-1 D, 1941. This, how-
ever, was only a part of the plot of "Lightnin'," 
the amusing comedy-satire on the divorce-breeding 
West, presented by the Curtain Club. 
Sheriff Blodgett . 
John Marvin 
"Lightnin' " Bill Jones 
Mrs. Jordan 
Mildred Buckley 
Raymond Thomas 
Mrs . Bill Jones . 
Lemuel Townsend 
Mrs . Harper 
Everett Hammond 
Mrs. Margaret Dav is 
• 
• 
• • 
, 
• 
, 
James Coulter 
Willard Lutz 
John Ra uhauser 
Susan Cross 
Marion Byron 
Paul Wise 
Helen Smith 
John Musser 
Muriel Howarth 
Douglas Davis 
). Patterson 
As a loveable old sot who was cleverly lazy 
to the point of annoyance, John Rauhauser '41 
gave the title role full justice in his splendid char-
acterization. In this he was aided cons iderably by 
the performance of Helen Smith '41 as his wife. 
Her characterization as Mary Jones who "toiled 
and slaved early and late to provide" was well 
balanced. John Musser '41 as Jud ge Townsend and 
Jean Patte rson '42 as Mrs . Davis formed a delight-
ful comedy team to supplement that of the already 
witty "Lightnin'." 
The balance of the cast, one of the largest ever 
to perform at Ursinus, played their parts with equal 
ability and ease. 
Left : Mr . Townsend( John Musser> seems interested in Mrs . Davis' (Patt Patterson's) inju ry . 
Top: Th e entire cast of " Lightnin' .. for a curtain call. 
u R 
Bottom : " Lightnin '" (john Rauhauser> appears in court with his wife (Helen Smith) and 
Miss Buckley (Marion Byronl. 
s I N u s c o L L E 
One Hundred Seven 
G E 
R 
WOMEN'S DEBATING CLUB 
OFFICERS 
JOYCE LOWNES 
Presid e n t 
CAROL SWARTLEY 
Vice President 
DR. ELIZABETH B. WHITE 
Ad viso r 
u B 
The Women 's Debating Club discussed two questions this 
season. One was the same as that which the Men's Debat-
ing Club discussed . 
Resolved : that the federal government should regu-
late by law all labor unions in the United States. 
The other question discussed was, 
Resolved : that every able-bodied male should have 
one year of military training before the present draft 
age. 
This latter question was discussed by the freshmen women 
debaters . Other modified forms of debate were held during 
the year, one of which was with Albright College at which 
time the question, " W hat limitations on civil liberties are 
justified by war conditions" was discussed. 
These questions were discussed in various styles with the 
schools and colleges in the East. Although most of the debates 
were non-decision contests, the girls usually made a fine 
showing with their side of the question. 
Dr. Elizabeth W hite is the faculty advisor of the Club and 
coach of the debaters. 
y 
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One Hundred Eight 
WOMEN'S DEBATING TEAM 
First Row : Urich, Swartley, Wit-
mer, Lownes, Byron, Wiley, 
Downs. 
Second Row : C . Foster, Ernest , 
Ewen, Weaver, Freeman, Ludwick. 
9 4 2 
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MEN 'S DEBATING CLUB 
First Row : Wilson. We lls. Herber. 
Ditter. Heller. 
Second Row: Fister. Munster. Lutz . 
Curtis. Souerwine . 
Third Row : Melson. Clark. Crone. 
MEN'S DEBATING CLUB 
The Men 's Debating Club which is properly known as the 
W ebster Forensic Society discussed one major question this 
year, 
Resolved : that the federal government should regulate 
by law all labor unions in the United States. 
At the beginning of the year this question was discussed 
informally in the meetings of the Club. Material was com-
piled on the question throughout the season. After everyone 
had acquired an idea of the subject in question practice de-
bates were held. Bill Ditter arranged a schedule and se-
lected the members of the Society to participate in the vari-
ous debates. 
Upholding both sides of the question in the various styles 
of debates, the team traveled to neighboring schools such 
as Western Maryland, Gettysburg, Elizabethtown, Franklin 
and Marshall. and many other colleges. As most of these de-
bates were of the non-decision type there can be no accurate 
judgment of the team. However the discussions by the Ur-
sinus debaters usually were on a par with those of the 
opponents. 
Dr. Carter is the faculty advisor of the Club and the coach 
of the debaters. 
u R s I N u s c o 
One Hundred Nine 
OFFICERS 
DENTON HERBER 
President 
J. WILLIAM DITTER 
Manager 
AL WELLS 
Secretary 
DR. HARVEY CARTER 
Advi sor 
L L E G E 
TAU KAPPA ALPHA 
Tau Kappa Alpha is one of the two 
national honorary societies on Cam-
pus. Its purpose is to give recognition 
to those students who have become 
proficien t in the field of public speak-
ing and debating. Th e society ar-
ranges for debates with other colleges 
in this part ol the country. To be elig-
ible for membership one must have 
had two years experience with the 
College debating team. have the 
recommendation of the coach Dr. Car-
ter. and have the approval of the 
members of the local chapter. DENTON HERBER 
President 01 T.K.A. 
FORUM COMMITTEE 
The Forum Committee is the group which schedules and arranges for the 
several forums or discussion programs each year. The two major forums 
held this year were a discussion " W hat Lies Beyond The Present Wa r" 
led by Prince Hubertus Zu Loewenstein. and " The German Enigma" pre-
sented by Mr. F. W ilhelm Sollman. former member of the German Reichstag. 
All the forums were well attended. 
Left to Right· Agan. Patterson. Knoll. Herber. Byron. 
COMMITTEE 
MARION BYRON 
R u B y 1 
One Hundred Ten 
Chairman 
KARL AG AN 
Treasurer 
BETTY KNOLL 
Secretary 
J. WILLIAM DITTER 
Publicity Chairman 
9 4 
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ROSICRUCIANS 
Standing : Swartley, Bech-
tel, Tu e rs. 
Seated : Fe g ley, Ern est, 
Berger, Vi n k , H e i bel, 
Dombach, Weisgerber . 
-
J i i ' . :' / 
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ROSICRUCIANS 
The Rosicrucians are made up of a select group of Ursinus 
women students whose aim is to recognize and encourage 
scholarship among all the women of the College. Although 
the organization was founded about eight years ago, the 
organization did not become permanent until 1939 when a 
constitution was adopted. To become a member of this or-
ganization, a woman student must attain a B+ or 87.5 aver-
age for one semester. Permanent membership in the organ-
ization is gained by attaining this average for four semes-
ters . Until this time candidates have the status of Rosebuds. 
The Rosicrucians while an honorary organization have a 
definite function. The members offer their services as tutors 
to students who have had trouble with some of their sub-
jects. The group also established a prize for the freshman girl 
who has attained the highest scholastic standing at the end 
of the year. 
Dr. Elizabeth B. White is the founder and sponsor of the 
organization. 
u R s I N u s c o 
One Hundred Eleven 
OFFICERS 
JANE VINK 
President 
GLADYS HEIBEL 
Treasurer 
DR. ELIZABETH B. WHITE 
Adv isor 
L L E G E 
R 
CUB AND KEY SOCIETY 
The Cub and Key Society was formed in the Spring 01 
1939 because 01 a definite need for an honorary society on 
Campus to recognize the merits of the outstanding men stu-
dents. Its purpose is to encourage participation in and sup-
port of extra-curricular activities, to promote a desire among 
the students to achieve high scholastic standing, and foster 
respect and observance of all College regulations. 
GA RNET O. ADAMS 
To be eligible for membership, a student must possess an 
outstanding good character and help promote the ideals of 
Ursinus, must have entered into and been of some service 
in extra-curricular activities, and must not possess any grade 
lower than a C in any course . A certain number of points 
are awarded for each of these three conditions. New mem-
bers are "tapped into" the Society annually at the Junior 
Prom. 
President of 
Cub and Key 
CUB AND KEY SOCIETY 
Left to Right : Adams, Agan, Herber, Binder, Wenhold. 
u B y -
One Hundred Twelve 
1 
OFFICERS 
GARNET O. ADAMS 
President 
ROY WENHOLD 
Secretary-Treasurer 
WILLIAM WIMER 
Alumni President 
RA Y GURZYNSKI 
Alumni Secretary 
9 4 2 
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
The Interfraternity Council is 
the body of students which regu-
lates the five local fraternities at 
Ursinus. The duties of the Coun-
cil are mainly the regulation of 
rushing season and the enforce-
ment of the rules for the rushing 
season . Also, during the year, the 
Council in cooperation with the 
Intersorority Council sponsors a 
dance. The Council is made up 
of two representatives from each 
fraternity. Each year a different 
fraternity representative is the 
head of the Council. This year 
Joe Glass, representing Demas, 
reigned as President. 
.~ 
. J 
• ,
Standing : Brick, Clark , Coult e r. 
Seate d : Cooke, Mo rro w , Glass , Spo hn. Arnold . 
INTERSORORITY COUNCIL 
u R 
, 
• 
, 
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Standing: Ducat, Anfinsen, Tuers, Thurston . 
Seated : Ernest, Levengood, Webb, Knoll, Brosz. 
s I N u s c 
One Hundred Thirteen 
o 
The Intersorority Council acts 
in regulating the five local soror-
ities. Similar to the Interfrater-
nity Council. it makes and en-
forces the rules of rushing. It al-
so presen ts a plaque to the sor-
ority with the highest scholastic 
average for the year. Like the 
Inte rfraternity Council it is made 
up of two members from each 
sorority. This year the Int e rsor-
ority Council was headed by the 
President of Alpha Sigma Nu, 
Jean W ebb. 
L L E G E 
R u 
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ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
OFFICERS 
ALVIN BRICK 
President 
LEE WORTHING 
Vice President 
ROBERT TREDINNICK 
Secretary 
ROBERT RAPP 
Treasurer 
B y 
MEMBERS 
Class of ' 42: Garnet Adams, Karl Agan, Frederick 
Appleget , Frederick Binder, Alvan Brick, Leroy Earle , 
Denton Herber, Kenneth Hoopes, George Spohn, John 
Yeomans . 
Class of '43: Charles Burroughs, Llewellyn Hunsicker, 
Benjamin Pe rkin , Robert Rapp, Lee Worthing , James 
Zeigler, Walter Vernon. 
Class of ' 44: Harold Alderfer, Wilson Burke, Richard 
Clark, Galen Currens, Paul Detwiler, Robert Dixon, 
Gilbert Driesbach, Blaine Fister, Peter Guillard , 
Robert Hainley , Robert Heckman, Richard Hend-
ricks, Warren Hewitt , Robert Ihrie , Harry Kehm, 
David Krusen, Arno Kuhn, James Lamond , Howard 
Lyons, Ralph Mendenhall , Walter Ort, Frank Pierce, 
Dean Steward, Robert Tredinnick, Robert Under-
wood, Albert Wells, Robert Young. 
Class of '45: Seth Bakes, John Goeckler, John Fletcher , 
Robert Rank, Ray Reppert, William Sullas, Roy Walz , 
Robert Wilson, Jack Winter. 
l. 9 4 2 
One Hundred Fourteen 
• 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 '42: Albert Be rman, Douglas C rone, Charles 
Graver, William Heefner, Russell Huckel, Robert 
Luginbuhl, Bruce MacKenzie, Edward Maycut, John 
McElh inney, Robert McFarland, Franklyn Miller, 
Victor Morningstar. 
Class 01 '43: Garfield Clark, Robe rt Cochran , Raymond 
Duncan, Robert Hart , Robert Hess, Ed win McCaus-
land, Robert Nissly . 
Class 01 '44: Joseph Bowman, Alvin Creitz, George 
Hostler, George Mill er, W illiam Parsons, James 
Straub, Thomas Hartzell. 
Class 01 '45: Herbert Beganz , Jer ry Batt , Fred Hid lay , 
Walter Hu nt , Earl Reimer, James Robinson . 
u R s I N u s c 
One Hundred Fift een 
OFFICERS 
VICTOR MORNINGSTAR 
President 
EDWIN McCAUSLAND 
Vice President 
RAY DUNCAN 
Secretary 
ROBERT NISSL Y 
Treasurer 
o L L E G E 
OFFICERS 
JOSEPH GLASS 
President 
NORMAN CALLAHAN 
Vice President 
JAMES COULTER 
Secretary 
ROBERT McALLISTER 
Treasurer 
R u B y 
I 
DEMAS 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 ' 42: Norman Callahan, james 
Glass, Robert McAllister, Harry 
Thomas, I oh n Cornel y . 
Class 01 '43: lack Maurer . 
Coulter, joseph 
Smith , Albert 
Class 01 '44: Ralph Buchanan, Kenneth LeVan, Charles 
Peiffer, Lester Verdelli, joseph Tropp, Peter Scott, 
Richard Eckenroth, David Zeigler, john Dahlman, 
Henry Th orpe, W illiam Talarico, james Bligh , Elwood 
Shropshire, Thomas Gash, Donald Stamm , Ed Mann, 
Michael Stead. 
Class 01 ' 45: Larry Broid y, Herbert Dahlman, joh n 
Gentzler, Conrad Kru se, George Mac Neil , Hal Mat-
thews, jesse Reed. 
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One Hundred Sixteen 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
MEMBERS 
Class oJ ' 42: Richard Arnold. John Bear. William 
Musick. Roy Wenhold . 
Class oJ ' 43 : Robert Bauer. Charles Cassel. Robert 
Cooke. William Ditter. Ri chard Ellis. Frank Curtis. 
Eric Hallman. Frank Hyatt . Homer Koch. George 
Kratz. Clark Moore. Leon North. Donald Melson. Jack 
Thomas. Nevin Wanner. Herman Eilts . 
Class oJ '44: Ray Bickel. William Danie ls. John Peter-
man. Rodman Moyer. Dick Weand. Roger Stager. 
Stanley Clays. Louis Bock. 
Class oJ '45: Salvado r Av e lla . Harold Buckner. Philip 
Celmer. Arthur G ehring . Michae l Hamscher. Bruce 
Hu tt. James Marshall . Fred Roemer. Robe rt Shultz. 
Carl Swartz, Evan Snyder, Andrew Sourwine . 
u R s I N u s c 
One Hundred Seventeen 
OFFICERS 
RICHARD ARNOLD 
President 
ROY WENHOLD 
Vice President 
RAY BICKEL 
Secretary 
ROBERT BAUER 
Trea surer 
o L L E G E 
R u 
OFFICERS 
HENRY SHUSTER 
President 
ALBIN TKACZ 
Vice President 
EVAN MORROW 
Secretary 
GILBERT BAYNE 
Treasurer 
ZETA CHI 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 '42: Nicholas Biscolle, William Flynn, Laird 
Henry , Albert Hutchinson , Will iam Selfridge, Albin 
Tkacz, G eorge Shuste r, Nathaniel Winkelman, 
Class 01 '43: Sherwood Wadsworth , lames Raban, Bud 
Bayne, Clark Brown, Frede rick Becker , Evan Mor-
ro w , Thomas Pastras, loseph Irvin, 
Class 01 '44: lames Barbash, Barney Barab, Thomas 
Rorer, lohn Rorer, Lou is Ross, Frederick Tomafsky, 
Edward Hamer, Elliot Parks . 
Class 01 '45: Robert Bohn, Leo Corraza, lohn Dougherty, 
Richard Edwards, Will iam Fetch, William Gentry, 
Robert Gill, Stanley Green, lack Harsch , Thomas 
He nry, Robert lones, Thomas Kasperski , Leonard 
Kedda, l ohn Kilcullen, David Levitsky, Gene Massey , 
lay Meagher, George Moore, Sheridan Much, Lew 
Meyers, Harry Neustadter, Roy Todd, Bradley Wads-
worth, Daniel Woods. 
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One Hundred Eighteen 
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ALPHA SIGMA NU 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 '42: Carol Anfinsen, Florence Bechtel, Helene 
Berger, Isabel Carranza, Frances Kooke r, Doris Mo r-
gan, Bette Replogle, Jean Webb, Barbara Zulick . 
Class 01 '43: Betty Hollis, Carol Swartley. 
Class 01 '44: Babs Baberick, Alice Estabrook, Mary 
Evaul, Emily Greenawald , Anita Hess, Jane Kircher, 
Mary Alice Lovett, Maria Marone, Emma Thomas, 
Loraine Walton, Emil y W illiams, Jean Wisler, Char-
lotte Wolle, Marie Ya rger, Alice Zimmerman, Jane 
Zulick. 
Class 01 '45: Marie Blac kburn, Elai ne Dorne r , Lillia n 
Goldberg, Emily Long , Bett y Meehan, Al ice Si rcom, 
Vink, Glad ys Heibe l. 
j 
• , 
u R s I N u s c 
One Hundred Nineteen 
OFFICERS 
JEAN WEBB 
President 
CAROL ANFINSEN 
Vi ce President 
BETTE REPLOGLE 
Secretary 
FLORENCE BECHTEL 
Treasure r 
o L L E G E 
R u 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
OFFICERS 
DOROTHY BROSZ 
President 
ELIZABETH KNOLL 
Vice President 
RUTH MOSER 
Secretary 
GERALDINE REED 
Treasurer 
B y 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 ' 42: Belly Allabach, Do rothy Brosz, June Fritz, 
Em il y Kehoe, Geraldine Reed, Eva Ju ne Smith, Jane 
Gladys Heibel. 
Class 01 '43: Constance Holden, Constance Hopkins, 
Belly Knoll, Ruth Moser, Belly Reese, Blanche Shirey. 
Class 01 '44: lnge Benda, Luvenia Brooks, Barbara Fow, 
Kathry n Ha rbach , Ma rion Heckman, Margaret He r-
bert, Martha Hess, Carolyn Kirby, Eileen Smith, 
Janet Weirbach . 
Class 01 '45: Peggy Crump, Barbara Djorup, Lois Fair-
lie, Ruth Hansen, Be lly Harriso n , Emma Ha rtman, 
Po rt ia Loll a rd, Norma Nebi nger, Glen Stewa rt, 
Doroth y Waltz . 
1 9 4 2 
One Hundred Twenty 
OMEGA CHI 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 '42: Lenore Berky, Marjorie Foster, Ruth Hein -
kel, Polly Nissly, Dorothy Schleinkoler, Joyce Tuers, 
Betty Urich . 
Class 01 '43: Mildred Bricker, Marjorie Colsher , Jean 
Dornsile, Ruth Reigel, Helen Rogalinski. 
Class 01 ' 44: Shirley Mathewson, Jessanna Ross, Gladys 
Tripician. 
Class 01 '45: Peggy Allen, Nancy Bousfield , Elizabeth 
Hochbaum, Betty Hunter, Ruth Kepner, June Lam-
prechter, Lois Manning , Dorothy Ohlmeyer, Libby 
Ruben, Mary Tershowska, Doris Titzsch . 
u R s I N u s c 
One Hund red Twen ty-one 
OFFICERS 
PAULINE NISSL Y 
Presid e nt 
JOYCE TUERS 
Vi ce President 
JESSANNE ROSS 
Secretary 
HELEN ROGALINSKI 
Treasurer 
o L L E G E 
R 
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PHI ALPHA PSI 
OFFICERS 
DOROTHY DUCAT 
President 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 '42: Elva J. Buckingham, Marion Byron, Betty 
Dakay, Alice Daug hert y, Doroth y Ducat, Bett y Frorer, 
Natalie Hogeland, Jean Patterson, Elizabeth Wismer. 
MARY VIRGINIA ERNEST Class 01 '43: Grace Brandt, Mary V. Ernest, Doris Har· 
rington, Nancy Landis, Dorothy Trout, Mary Anna 
Wiley , Frances Wil t. 
Vice President 
BETTY FREEMAN 
Secretary 
BETTY FRORER 
Treasurer 
u B y -
Class 01 '44: Joyce Behler, Betty Freeman, Mildred Hal-
bruegge, Mary Jane Lytle. 
Cla ss 01 '45 : Anne Baird, Betty Brown, Beverly Cloud, 
Peggy Hudson, Peggy McKinney, Betty Wieder. 
1 9 4 2 
One Hundre d Twenty-two 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
MEMBERS 
Class 01 ' 42: Rosalind Elt ing, Gracemary Greene, Judy 
Hogg, Gladys Le vengood, Joyce Lownes, June 
Meunier, Doroth y Thurston , Wilma W eisgerber . 
Class 01 ' 43: Shirley Anderson, Peggy Brown, Hazel 
Drumheller, Jean Ewen, Peggy Keagle, Ellen Rice, 
Pegg y Tea l, Emily Wagner. 
Class 01 ' 44: Bett y Boger, Marion Bright, Evelyn Buck-
ley, Barbara Cooke, He len Herbert, Mary Hogg, Be tty 
Kirlin , Judy Ludwick, Jeanne Mathieu, Anna Mc-
Daniel, Bett y Teal. 
Class 01 '45: Betty Bradway, Betty Dowd, Ali ce Davis, 
Jean Featherer, Vivian Grimsley , Shirle y Kle in, 
Adele Kuntz, Laura Lautenbach, Betty Urnstad. 
u R s I N u s c 
OFFICERS 
GLADYS LEVENGOOD 
President 
DOROTHY THURSTON 
Vice President 
ELLEN RI CE 
Secretary 
HELEN ROGALINSKI 
Treasurer 
o L L E 
One Hundred Twenty-th ree 
G E 
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ATHLETIC 
COUNCIL 
MEMBERS 
R. DONALD EVANS 
Chairman 
RUSSELL C . JOHNSON 
Treasu re r 
DONALD L. HELFFERICH 
WALTER R. DOUTHETT 
D irectors 
DR. JOHN W. CLAWSON 
PROF. MAURICE O. BONE 
Facult y 
R. DONALD EVANS 
HARRY W. SNYDER 
Alumni 
ALBIN TKACZ 
ROBERT LUGINBUHL 
Students 
RUSSELL C. JOHNSON 
u 
Director o f Athletics 
The function of the Athletic Council is to formulate the policies, control 
the organizations, and sponso r the activities of the Ursinus athletic teams. 
The Council arranges schedules, purchases equipment, hires coaches and 
trainers, and sees that the teams play out the schedules the Council has 
arranged. It sees that competent unde rgraduat e managers are selected and 
has the final word in the selection of athletes to be awarded varsity letters. 
The Council is composed of two me mbe rs of the Board of Directors, two 
members of the faculty , two active alumni, two students, and Russell C . 
Johnson, Director of Athl e tics for th e College. 
It has been the policy of the Athletic Council to avoid the subsidization 
of athletic teams and keep them on a non-commercial basis. Thus they have 
been successful in maintaining for Ursinus a fine reputation for sports-
manship and fair play without jeapordizing the tradition and fine standards 
of the College. 
B y - 1 9 4 2 
One Hundred Twenty-six 
VARSITY CLUB OFFICERS 
Left to Right : Tkacz, Hu tchinson, Morrow. 
VARSITY CLUB 
OFFICERS The Varsity Club is composed of all men who have been 
awarded a varsity letter in any sport in the College. Its 
purpose is to increase the significance to the awarding of 
varsity letters, to increase respect for the letter as well as 
the wearer. 
AL HUTCHINSON 
One of the outstanding among the Varsity Club's activ-
ities, is the maintenance of a loan fund by means of which 
loans are made available to needy and worthy senior ath-
letes. The loan fund has b een highly successful due to the 
prompt repayment of the loans, the donations of the alumni 
members of the Club, and the generosity of the Athle tic 
Council. A lso in order to increase the fund , a dance is spon-
sored each year by the Varsity Club. It also derives reve nue 
from the sale of the football publication, " The Grizzly Grid-
d " er. 
The Varsity Club assists the Booster Committee, cooper-
ates with the administration, and generally helps to keep 
alive the spirit and high ideals of Ursinus. 
u R s I N u s c o 
One H u ndred Twenty-seven 
President 
ALBIN TKACZ 
Vice Presiden t 
EVAN MORROW 
Secretary-Treasu rer 
L L E G 
, 
E 
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
The Women's Athletic Association is an honorary organ-
ization composed of all women students who have qualified 
by earning at least fifty points in any of the numerous sports 
offered by the College. This point system is regulated by 
the degree of participation in sports, ranging from varsity 
captaincy to being a member of a dormitory team, rewarding 
all proportionately. A blazer is presented to the Junior girl 
who has earned one thousand or more points. 
The purpose of the W . A. A. is to stimulate interest and 
encourage participation in women's athletics. The organi-
zation recognizes this participation by the awarding of let-
ters to members of the women's varsity athletic teams and 
gives special recognition to senior members of the athletic 
squads. 
The control of the organization is vested in a council 
which is made up of the officers, representatives from each 
class, and the managers of the three major women's sports. 
OFFICERS 
NATALI E HOGELAND 
President 
PEGGY KEAG LE 
Vi ce President 
JEANNE MATHIEU 
Secretary-Treasurer 
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION OFFICERS 
Left to Right : Mathieu , Keagle, Hogeland. 
---
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BOOSTER 
COMMITTEE 
BOOSTER C O MMITTEE 
Back Ro w : Lyons , Appleget , Sh uster, Kratz, Thomas . 
Fro nt Ro w : Po w e r , Bu rdan, Urich, Ross, McDaniel, Webb. 
The Boost e r Committee is th e group of s tude nts at Urs inus which organize s 
the stude nt body in support of the athle tic program. Working constantly 
with this a im in mind, the Committee has b een most active in fos te ring the 
school spirit of the stude nts in gen e ral a ll through the y ear in supporting all 
athletic games and functions . The y see that cheerl eade rs are train e d and 
provided for the game s, that the Campus is adorn ed with post e rs, and 
organize p ep meetings and stage bonfires . 
The Committee in orde r to raise funds for d ecorations, e tc., se lls soft drinks 
and candy at the football g a m e s . 
C HEERLEADERS 
Le ft to Rig ht : Rapp, Arno ld, AppIeget, Duncan . 
CHEERLEADERS 
The Cheerleade rs are responsible in a 
large part for the pep and spirit shown at 
football games both home and away. The ir 
antics and encouragement instill n e w hope 
in the players and spectators alike. This 
year Richard Arnold, Fred Apple g e t, Bob 
Rapp, and Ray Duncan were the cheer-
leaders . 
u R s I N u s c o L L E G E 
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One Hundred Twenty-nine 
VARSITY BASEBALL 
" JING " JOHNSON 
Coach 
Th e 1941 baseball season at Ursinus turned out 
much better than e xpected with the team winning seven 
out of th e fourteen games on the schedule . The Bears did 
not fare so well. however, in the league games, losing 
three of si x. Credit for th e unanticipated showing of the 
team must go to Coach " ling" Johnson, who built a 
smoo th -working team from only four e xpe rienced men. 
Jing was faced particularly with a scarcity of hurlers, 
"Smoke" McMahon being the only holdover from last 
year. As the season progressed ling's worries were 
somewha t relieved by the e xce llent exhibitions of the 
freshman twin combination of John Rorer pitching, and 
Tom Rore r catching. Jack Garlock was used as a relief 
hurl er. 
Ursinus 0 Villanova 19 
Slamming out twelve hits 011 Mc Mahon, Garlock, a nd 
J. Rorer , and aided by five Ursinus errors, the Villanova 
V ARSITY BASEBALL TEAM 
First Row : McFarland, Hartline, Fetterman, McMahon, Berman, Thomas, Moser. Coach 
Johnson 
Second Row : Troxell, Garlock, Raban, Irv in, Spohn, T. Rorer, J. Rorer, Tkacz, Darlington . 
R u B y - 1 9 4 2 
One Hundred Thirty 
Top : T. Rorer receiving . 
Middle : Al Thomas beats the throw to third . 
Boltom : Al Berman tees off on one. 
u R s I N u s 
baseball nine trounced th e inexpe rienced 
Urs in u s team 19-0 in the season opener. 
Ursinus 4 Haverford I 
Coach Jin g Johnson's baseball proteges 
combined a perfect dele nse and concentrated 
offense with the lour-hit, thirteen strikeout 
pitching 01 Mc Mahon to sco re a 4-1 victory 
over Have rford in the second game 01 th e y ea r. 
Ursinus 3 Penn A. C. 9 
Regis te rin g six runs in the second inning, 
Pe nn A. C . beat the Ursinus baseball squad 
9-3 . Ursin u s scored first with two runs in the 
first, but Penn A. C. scored six run s in the sec-
ond to go lar in the lead. 
Ursinus 2 Muhlenberg 3 
Failing to come through with hits whe n 
they had m e n on base, Jing's base ballers lost 
a close decision to a strong Muhlenbe rg nine, 
3-2, in the first league game 01 the season .. 
Raban led the hitting lor the Bears with three 
hits . 
Ursinus 12 Dickinson 2 
Paced by the three-hit pitching 01 Ireshman 
John Rorer, the Ursinus baseball nine defeat-
ed Dickinson 12-2 . Pitcher John Rorer scat-
tered the visitors' three hits among three in-
nmgs and lanned thirteen men. 
Ursinus 10 Lehigh 9 
Capitalizing on three big innings, the sev-
enth, eighth, and ninth, the Ursinus team 
belted lour pitchers lor nine hits to chalk up 
a 10-9 victory over Lehigh. Jim Raban 's lour-
run home r proved the decisive blow in the 
error packed sluglest. 
Ursinus 7 Temple 8 
Laying down a barrage 01 fift een hits, the 
Ursin us team lost a close one to Te mpl e, 8-7, 
on the latter's home fi e ld . Irvin, Spohn, and 
Fetterman distinguished themse lves by the ir 
stickwork, each getting three saleties. 
c o L L E G E 
One Hundred Thirt y-o ne 
Ursinus 8 Bucknell 9 
In a sloppy ball game which Ursinus should 
have won, Bucknell nosed out the Bears 9-8. 
The ball game was lost in the last innings on 
home runs by the visitors. Raban led th e hit-
ting for Ursinus with three hits. 
Ursinus 3 Lebanon Valley 2 
The Ursinus diamondmen became involved 
in a thirteen inning pitchers' battle and final-
ly emerged the victors, 3-2, over Lebanon Val-
ley. Mc Mahon, in his best form of the year, 
struck out fifteen and allowed but four hits. 
Ursinus 3 Gettysburg 2 
Th e Bea rs handed Gettysburg their first 
league defeat by the score of 3-2. Freshman 
J. Rorer pitched e xcellent ball. Rightfielder 
Be rman es tablished a record in college base-
ball when he threw out a man at home, one 
at third, and one at second . 
Ursinus 4 Juniata I 
Playing a tight game all the way, Jing's 
baseballers defeated Juniata by the score of 
4-1. John Rorer in seven innings allowed four 
hits, one run and only one base on balls. Fet-
terman led the hitting attack. 
Ursinus 18 Swarthmore 3 
Scoring in every inning except the eighth, 
the Ursin us diamondmen swamped Swarth-
more 18-3 . Of the nineteen hit s collected, Mc-
Farland had four and Spohn three . Every 
member of the starting lineup had at least 
one hit. 
Ursinus I Drexel 6 
Starting out with four big runs in the first 
inning off McMahon, the Drexel baseball 
squad beat U rsinus 6-1. Tkacz got half the 
team's hits when he collected three hits out 
of four trips to the plate . 
Ursinus 2 Villanova 7 
Committing five e rrors during the game, 
Ursin us lost their second game w ith Villan-
ova, 7 -2 . Berman and McFarland led the nine-
hit attack, each getting two hits out of four 
trips to the plate. 
BASEBALL AVERAGES 
Eatting Fielding 
AB. H. Average P.O . A. E. Average 
Tkacz • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 36 II .306 14 21 3 .9 21 
Raban • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 57 15 .263 27 31 4 .935 
Fetterman • • • • • • • • • • • • 51 15 .294 19 8 10 .630 
McFarland • • • • • • • • • • • 54 18 .333 17 28 10 .818 
McMahon • • • • • • • • • • • • 51 13 .255 I I 22 4 .89 2 
Spohn • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 39 13 .3 33 76 6 I .988 
Berman • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 53 14 .26 4 13 3 4 .800 
Hartl ine • • • • • • • • • • • • • 50 II .220 124 3 I .992 
Irv in . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 33 5 .151 13 I I .866 
T. Rore r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 23 7 .30 4 49 4 I .982 
J. Rore r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15 1 .066 3 4 3 .700 
Thomas • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 1 .250 a a a 1.000 
Glass • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 a .000 a a a 1.000 
McGowen • • • • • • • • • • • • 13 a .000 4 a a 1.000 
Garlock • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 a .000 a a a 1.000 
Team Batting Average .202 Team Fielding Average. 922 
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JUNIOR VARSITY BASEBALL 
R 
When Coach Don Kellett called for the first practice of the year for the 
Junior Varsity baseball squad. he found himself without the services of one 
full-fledged pitcher. He met this situation by the conversion of Buck Ross 
and Barney Barab to moundsmen from other positions with fairly successful 
results. The record for the season shows one win and two losses. However. 
in both the losses chalked up against the Cubs. defeat was largely due to 
one bad inning. The fielding and hitting of the team was fair. improving as 
the short season advanced . "ling" Johnson will have several good Junior 
Varsity players to which to look forward for varsity berths next year. 
Ursinus II Haverford 4 
Pitching his first big assignment. freshman Buck Ross struck out eight 
men and yielded but one hit to chalk up the initial junior varsity win of the 
season. 11-4. in a five inning tilt with the Haverford junior varsity. 
The Kellettmen showed fine early season form both in the field and at 
the plate. committing only three errors while hammering out seven hits for 
eleven runs . Dave Zeigl e r was the leading hitte r . collecting two hits in three 
trips to the plate. 
Ursinus 2 Hill School 4 
Bunching three runs in the third inning. the Hill School baseball squad 
went on to hand the Ursinus J. V.'s their first setback of the season. 4-2. in 
a tight pitching duel. 
Except for that one bad frame. Buck Ross hurled splendid ball. fanning 
five men and allowing only seven scattered hits in a seven 
The Hill schoolers started the scoring in the second frame but 
the score till the fateful third with its three runs. 
Ursinus 6 Perkiomen 9 
• • 
mnmg game. 
the Cubs tied 
Crossing the plate seven times in the big fourth inning. the Perkiomen 
Prep school baseball squad handed the Ursinus J. V.'s a 9-6 setback behind 
the dazzling pitching of Slotter who fanned eighteen batters in a seven 
. . 
mnmg game. 
Barney Barab and Buck Ross yielded only seven hits. two of which were 
costly round trippers. while they set down six and walked four. Once again 
Dave Zeigler led the batting with three singles out of four trips to the plate. 
s I N u s c o L L E 
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TENNIS 
MEN'S TENNIS TEAM 
Picking up two wins against eight losses. a stub-
born Ursinus tennis team battled through its toughest 
and most complete schedule in years . Quite a few of 
the matches were lost by the close margin of 5-4. In 
the last match of the year with Delaware. victory was 
within grasp till the doubles were swept completely 
by th e Blue Hens giving them a 5-4 win over Tyson's 
boys . The Albright Lions made the mistake of leaving 
the ir lair for the Bear's courts and were trounced 6-0. 
Again playing well. LaSalle was administered a 7-2 
d e feat. 
Frank Hyatt. playing number three. proved to be 
the most consistent winner with five conquests to his 
credit. Captain Frank Wood. Eli W ismer. and Ed . 
Man. each chalked up four. while in the doubles. the 
Barry-Appleget combination carne through on six 
• occasIons . 
Marion Bright re tu rns w ith 
a ba ckhand sho t. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM 
B 
Losing only two points in six matches. the girl's tennis team fin-
ished the 1941 season undefeated. The first match was taken easily 
from the Albright lassies 5-0. Penn was the next to taste defeat 4-1. 
The girls again blanked their opponents. Rosemont. 5-0 . The last of 
the two points of the year was yielded to Beaver as Ursinus prevailed 
4-1 . Temple and Rhode Island proved to be easy marks and were 
administered sweeping defeats. 5-0. in the last two matches of the 
season. 
Outstanding during the season was the play of Mary Kay Boster 
whose brilliant playing is well known in eastern amateur tennis 
circles. 
The singles matches were very capably taken care of by Captain 
Mary Robbins. Marion Bright. and Mary Kay Boster. Nat Hogeland 
and Mildred Bricker were the one doubles pair. while Alice Dough-
erty and Jeanne Mathieu teamed up to form the other doubles team. 
With the loss of but one player. Captain Robbins. Coach Snell looks 
forward to a bright future. 
y 
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GOLF 
MEN'S GOLF TEAM 
The men's golf team, one of the newer of 
competitive sports at Ursinus, had a short but 
fairly successful season, winning one match 
and losing cne match. The first match with 
West Chester was won 4-2. Captain Nick Bis-
cotte played the tightest game of the match 
being forced to play extra holes to take the 
game one up in twenty three holes. Bud Bayne 
had a rather easy time, winning five up and 
four to play. 
Against the veteran St. Joseph's College 
team, the best the Ursinus divot-diggers could 
do was to garner one point in their 8-1 loss. 
Bud Bayne was the outstanding player of this 
match for Ursinus. 
The team consisted of Captain Nick Bis-
cotte, Bud Bayne, Phil Getty, Ray Duncan, 
Charles Bowen, Dick Clark, and Bruce Mc-
Kenzie. 
MEN'S GOLF TEAM 
Crouching : Cre tty, Bowen, Clark, Thorpe . 
Standing : Bayne, MacKenzie, Coach Stevens, Duncan, 
Biscotte . 
GIRL'S GOLF TEAM 
WOMEN 'S GOLF TEAM 
Left to Right : Smith, Heinkel, DeLorne, Coach Stevens, 
Baberich, Schleinkoler, Robinson . 
u R s I N u s 
The girls' golf team was not very success-
ful when one counts the wins and losses. The 
team played four matches, losing all four of 
them. Three of these losses, hovrever, were 
by the close margin of one point. 
The first match was dropped to a strong 
Swarthmore team by the score of 5-0 on the 
Jeffersonville course. The next match with 
Moravian was lost by the close score of 3-2, 
Babs Baberich and Jane Zulick being the two 
winners. Against a veteran Penn team, the 
female divot-diggers again lost a close one 
3-2. Babs Babe rich and Ann Robinson were 
the two winners in this match. The last match 
of the season was taken by Beaver College 
3-2, Jane DeLorme and Dotty Schleinkofer 
winning for Ursin us. 
Pe te Stevens was the coach of both the 
men's and women's teams. 
c o L L E G E 
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TRACK 
Coach Ken Has hage n 's varsity 
track team finished its most success-
ful season in recent years by chalk-
ing up a total of three victories. two 
defeats and a fourth place in the in-
tercollegiate conference meet in 1941. 
Often without the services of po-
tential point-getters. Joe Irvin . Jim 
Raban and Frank Hyatt because of 
schedule conflicts with baseball and 
tennis. and handicapped by the loss 
of Captain Ed . Conine due to an in-
jury. the Bears set an imp ressive 
record and showed fine prospects for 
better days next yea r with only three 
men being los t by graduation . 
Ursinus 40 Gettysburg 86 
Handicapped by inexperience and 
t he absence of several regular me m-
bers of th e squad. th e Grizzly cinder-
R u 
ED CONINE 
Captain 
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Top: Adams In high jump; Hucke!'s up ; Hucke!'s over. 
men went down to defe at at the hands of the Gettysburg 
Bullets in their first meet. High scorers for the Bears 
were Bud Adams and Ed. Conine with nine points each. 
followed by Russ Huckel with six points. 
Ursinus 65 Delaware 61 
Finding the home turf more to their liking. the Bear 
trackmen plucked a few feathers off the Blue Hen and 
sent the boys from Newark. Del. home on the short end 
of a 65-61 score. Joe Irvin racked up firsts in the 100 . 
220. and 440 to account for fifteen points for Ursinus. 
The only clean sweep of the meet came in the 100 yd . 
dash when Irvin. Hyatt. and Raban finished first. sec-
ond and third . 
Conference Meet 
W ithout the services of potential point getters Ed. 
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Bottom : Start 01 2 mile ; Adams over in the pole vault ; Cor-
nely on way up to pole vault. 
Conine and Jim Raban, Ursinus placed seven men in 
eight events to finish fourth with 12 7/ 10 points in the 
Eastern Collegiate Conference Meet at Muhlenberg in 
which seven records were smashed. Joe Ingham gar-
nered five points and Russ Huckel registered 2112 points 
to be the big winners for Ursinus . Gettysburg was the 
winner of the meet with 55 points. 
Ursinus 271/2 F & M 98 1/z 
The F & M team which placed third in the Middle 
Atlantic track meet found little difficulty trimming the 
Bears at Lancaster. With only one first and five seconds 
the Ursinus team was never in the running as the Diplo-
mats amassed 98 112 points against 27112 for the Bears. 
Crippled by the loss of Irvin, Raban, Hyatt, and Conine, 
a lone first by Joe Ingham in the high hurdles was the 
best effort the track and field boys could produce. 
u R s I N u s c 
Ursinus 63 1/ 3 Albright 61 2/ 3 
With both track and field men turn-
ing in some of their best performances 
of the season, Ken Hashagen's track-
sters beat Albright to the tape by a 
score of 63 1 3 to 61 2 3 in a close 
finish . 
The meet was one of the year 's best 
from every angle and its outcome was 
in doubt until the last event, when 
sophomore Joe Ingham clinched the 
day's honors for Ursinus by winning 
the 220 low hurdles . Tom Hartzell and 
Harry Felton also turned in brilliant 
performances. 
Ursinus 81 1/z Drexel 44 liz 
The last meet of the season was 
taken with comparative ease as Drex-
el was beaten 81 112 -44 112. Outstanding 
in this meet was the broad jump in 
which Ursinus won first, second, and 
third places . Joe Irvin performed yeo-
man duty when he won the 100 and 
220 and placed second in the 440 after 
he had played baseball half the after-
noon. Ursinus men placed first in ten 
out of the fourteen events in the meet. 
KENNETH HASHAGEN 
Coach 
o L L E G E 
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VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM 
First Row : Buchanan, Peiffer, Flynn, Tkacz, MacKenzie, Brown. 
Second Row : LeVan, Binder, Steward, Irv in, Coulter, Ort, Vernon , To malsky , Rabon . 
Th ird Row : Coach Stevens, Gus Joh nson , Glass, Wo rthing , Bligh, Clark, Biscotte, Callahan, 
De tw iler, Shropshire, Tropp, Talarico, Gash, Tadley, Seib Pancoast. 
When one looks at the record of 
wins and losses for the 1941 football 
season, the impression left in one's 
mind is not exactly pleasing. How-
ever, this record of no wins, two score-
less ties, and six defeats does not tell 
accuratel y the history of the '41 foot-
ball season. Although the Bears 
wound up last in the Eastern Penna. 
Collegiate conference, the winners of 
the conference will remember that 
they had to fight to win. 
With the resignation last year of 
Don Kellett as coach, Pete Stevens, 
who had ably assisted Don as line 
coach in previous years, became head 
coach with Seib Pancoast as his assis-
tant. Pete tried to introduce into the 
system of play used at Ursinus, a bit of 
razzle-dazzle and more wide open 
R u B y 
play. While the scores do not show it, 
this attempt proved in the most part 
successful. Even though they failed to 
produce a victory, the spirit of the 
football squad was well worth watch-
ing. For the first time in many years 
an Ursinus team played football as 
though they really enjoyed playing. 
This was due in a great part to the 
excellent handling of Coach Stevens. 
The opening of pre-season practice 
found the Bears without the services of 
center Danny McGowen, who proved 
valuable last year, and Eddie Lord 
who played so well at the guard posi-
tion as a freshman. The shortage of 
men at the center position was some-
what relieved with the return to Ur-
sinus of E. G . Parks, whose services 
proved invaluable as the season grew 
1 9 
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older. Then too. in mid-season. Bert Lear. 
burly guard. was taken by Uncle Sam. 
As in previous years. however. as the 
season progressed the Bears showed 
their u nfailing habi t of not being able 
to show the same fight and scoring 
punch in the second half as they had 
in the earlier moments of the game. If 
this had not been the case. the record of 
wins and losses would be entirely dif-
ferent. 
Ten seniors wi ll be lost by graduation. 
Thus Pete will have less material with 
which to work next year. especially since 
the Junior Varsity team showed less 
promise than in previous years . 
Ursinus 7 Dickinson 20 
The Bears dropped the first game of 
the season to th e under-rated Red Devils 
of Dickinson. The passing attack of 
Doug Re ho r . a sophomore playing in his 
Top. Left to Right : Talarico ; McKenzie ; 
Captain Albie Tkacz passes and 
kicks ; Talarico. Gash. and Tropp ; 
"Rev." Wo:thing . 
......... ~ " 
t· 4 .... 
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first intercollegiate game. was too much 
for the Bears. Rehor completed 12 out of 
20 passes during the game. The Bears 
managed to hold the Red Devils on even 
terms the first half. but faltered the sec-
ond half. 
Ursinus 0 Delaware 24 
Outplayed by land and by air and 
outcharged by a rip-snorting line that 
broke through on almost every play. the 
Ursinus Bears dropped the Pete Stevens' 
Day game to Delaware 24-0. Against the 
best team which they faced all season. 
the Bears could not get their offensive 
clicking for any substantial gains. Sev-
eral stalwart goal line stands. however. 
kept the undefeated Blue Hens from roll-
ing up an even higher score. Th e defen-
sive work of Captain Albie Tkacz was 
one of the bright spots of the game for 
Ursinus. 
Bottom. Left to Right : "Doc" Brown. 
~ Albie and Tal ; E. G. Parks . 
\of 
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Ursinus 0 Lehigh 0 
In the best game of th e season from 
the Ursinus s tandpoint. th e Bea rs he ld 
the highly favored Le high Enginee rs 
to a sco reless ti e . Howe ver. the Ur-
sinus e le ven failed to capi talize upon 
several scoring opportunities which 
would have brought victory to the 
s tarved Bears. Th e Grizzlies. paced by 
the sensational defensive work of Bill 
Selfridge. the passing and kicking of 
Dean Steward. and the usual superb 
play of Tkacz. show ed by fa r thei r 
finest form of the season . 
Ursinus 7 Drexel 14 
After the Urs inus Bea rs ran rough-
shod over Dre xel for nearly three 
pe riod s. th e reluctant Dragons came 
from behind to snatch a hard-earned 
14 -7 decision ou t of the mou th of the 
Grizzlies in their annual grudge 
battle. What might have been a lop-
sided triumph for th e Bea rs was turned 
into defeat by again failing to capi-
talize on long drives which put the 
ball deep into Dre xel te rritory on half 
R 
Coach Ste vens and Assistant Coach 
Pancoast 
u B y 
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Top. Left to Right : Ursinus li nes up 
on the offense; The Bears break 
through on a pass ; Ursinus on the 
defense . 
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a dozen different occasions. The game resolved into 
a matter of poor blocking. a shoddy pass defense. and 
an unsteady ground attack. coupled with a snappy 
Drexel a e rial offensive and some lucky b reaks . 
Ursinus 6 Muhlenberg 26 
Again the boys of Pete Stevens put up a good first 
half battle only to weaken in the second half a nd go 
down to defeat 26-6 at the hands of Muhlenberg in 
the annual Old Timer's Day classic . For a short time 
the team showed the will to win. backed up by good 
defensive playing. and the one-man running attack 
of Bill Talarico; but after the Mules pushed across 
their second touchdown. they marched with compara-
tive ease up and down the field . Tkacz scored the 
lone tally for Ursinus in the first quarter on a pass 
from Talarico. 
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Bottom, Left to Right : Tackl e Norm 
Callahan : Th e Bear line stops the 
oppone nt s : Guard Fred Binder . 
Bottom Center : Wo rthing and Coul-
ter wait to hit the blocking ma-
chine . 
Ursinus 0 Washington 0 
• 
Failing as usual to take advantage of several long 
drives, a few good passes, and a score of lucky breaks, 
the biteless Bears played to a score less deadlock with 
Washington College in what was an e xceedingly dull 
game. For Ursinus it was the same old story of lack 
of scoring punch and the single-handed efforts of a 
few fellows like Tkacz, Irvin, and Talarico . Ursinus 
had what appeared to be a victory when Stewart 
tossed a pass to Biscotte in the end zone. Howe ver, 
the play was called back because of an offside pen-
alty against the Grizzlies. It was in this game that 
U rsinus lost the services of Bill Selfridge for the rest 
of the year due to a leg injury. 
Ursinus 0 Gettysburg 20 
Although they showed some of their best form of 
the season, the inspired Bears of Ursinus dropped a 
u R s I N u s c 
20-0 game to a ve ry s trong Gettysburg 
e le ve n . The score, howe ve r, does not 
te ll of the first quarter when the Bears 
pushed the Bulle ts all over the field, 
nor does it tell of the Grizzly attack 
which was stopped on the Bull e ts' two-
yard line by the half-time whis tl e . 
For the Bears it marked the ret urn of 
the spirit that h e ld Leh igh to a 0-0 
tie. The e ntire team without e xception, 
performed with a rea l zeal to win. 
Ursinus 13 F. & M. 14 
In th e last game of the season the 
Bears showed more scoring punch 
than in any othe r game of the season, 
but dropped a close 14-13 d ecision to 
F . & M. in the annual Turke y Day 
classic . Leading by thirtee n points in 
the firs t quarte r, the Bears had thei r 
golden opportunity for victory, but 
could not withstand the driving at-
tack which the Diplomats e mployed 
for the re maining three quarte rs . U r-
sinus marched twice to the shadows of 
the F. & M. goal posts during the third 
period, but that scoring punch which 
had been lacking all season was still 
not there. 
, 
Gus Joh nson and Jim Tadley, 
trainers 
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CHARLES STEINMETZ 
J. V. Coach 
With the promotion of Seib Pancoast to 
assistant varsity coach, Charlie Steinmetz 
was chosen to coach the junior varsity football 
team. Although twenty freshmen reported for 
practice the absence of big men as of previous 
years was noticeable . Even with this small 
squad their record of one win and two defeats 
is more impressive than that of the varsity. 
Although Coach Pete Stevens doesn't have 
as much to look forward to next year for var-
JUNIOR VARSITY 
FOOTBALL 
sity material from this year's J. V. team as in 
previous years, he can depend on quite a few 
of th e boys for that fighting spirit which may 
make up for their deficiency in size and num-
bers. 
Ursinus 6 National Farm School 0 
The Cubs of Ursinus won their initial con-
test at the expense of National Farm School 
6-0. The score came early in the third period 
on a pass from Bill Fetch to Bill Suflas. 
Ursinus 6 Lehigh Frosh 20 
Outweighed and outnumbered by a strong 
Lehigh freshman team, the J. V. gridders of 
Charlie Steinmetz dropped a tough 20-6 de-
cision to the frosh Engineers. For the Cubs 
the work of Bill Fetch and tackle John Kil-
cullen was outstanding. 
Ursinus 6 Brown Prep 14 
Even though they had the game won as 
late as the fou rth quarter, the C ubs d ropped a 
tough 14-6 decision to a ve ry heavy Brow n 
Prep team. Even in defeat, however, the Cubs 
looked impressive both offensi vely and de-
fensively . 
JUNIOR VA RSITY 
First Row : Roemer , Bakes, GoeckIer, Massey, Matthews, Greene, Kilcullen , Suflas, Jones . 
Second Row : Br iod y, Landis, Kedda , Meagher, Fetch, Reimer, Henry , Reppert. 
Third Row : Robinson , Dougherty , Winter, Gill, Kohlhas, Hamscher, Steinmetz. 
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WRESTLING 
Lacking that final punch necessary for vic-
tory, the Ursinus wrestling squad lost several 
close meets and consequently what had 
promised to be a successful season turned out 
to be rather disappointing insofar as the num-
ber of meets won is concerned. The season's 
results show I victory, 1 tie and 5 losses . 
The lone victory was turned in against 
Kutztown by the score of 20-16. A 16-16 tie 
was gained at Temple's expense, but other 
than that the Bea r grapplers were unable to 
show any favorable results from their toil. 
Dual meets were lost to Haverford, 22-6; 
Gettysburg, 20-11; Lafayette, 26-8; Muhlen-
berg, 29-3; and Rutgers, 26-8. In the Middle 
WRESTLIN G TEAM 
First Row : Wells, Hunt, Stamm, Ar -
nold. 
Second Row : Tredinnick, Tropp, 
Green, Maykut. 
Atlantic Intercollegiate Wrestling Confere nce 
meet the Bears were able to get but 2 points, 
a third place by Don Stamm in the 121 lb. 
class, and thus wound up in last place . 
The year did have several bright spots, 
however. New talent was uncovered in prom-
ising freshmen and sophomores . Walt Hunt 
and Stan Green, Joe Tropp, Al W ells, and Don 
Stamm, showed much promise for the future. 
This group plus Captain Dick Arnold, and 
Ed Maykut, both seniors, carried the brunt of 
the Grizzly attack. Other men to see varsity 
service were Bob Hainley, Roy Todd, Bob 
Ihrie, Evan Snyder, Bud Graver, Bob Tred-
innick, and Dick Clark. 
Left : Tropp takes hi s man down. 
Midd le : Pet e tells Manage r Crone all about it. 
Right : Th e re feree looks on as Hunt is on top of his man . 
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Top to Bottom : Morningstar fakes his 
opponent. Ed . McCausland, Bud 
Adam s, " Vic" Morni ngstar . Bill 
Daniels waits for corner ki ck. 
u B y 
SOCCER 
When at the beginning of the season, the soccer 
team bet th e football team that they, the former, 
would score more victories than th e latter, both 
sides thought th ey had a pretty sure bet. However, 
as it turned out, the socce r team won the bet by a 
s lim margin, having won one game of which the 
football team could not boast. Th e record for the 
season for Coach Bake r's socce r men was one win , 
seven losses, and one tie. 
Ursinus 0 Temple 12 
Hopelessl y outclassed by a superior Temple soc-
cer squad, an undermanned Ursinus team never-
theless fought valiantly only to lose 12-0 . Although 
Ursinus threatened to score several times, excellent 
work on the part of the Te mple goalie kept the ball 
out of the net. 
Ursinus 0 Haverford 5 
Unable to cope with the superior passing of their 
opponents, the Bea r soccermen of Coach Doc Baker 
w ent down to defeat 5-0 at the hands of a well-
balanced Haverford club. Hank Thorpe playing his 
first game at goalie performed nobly for the amount 
of experience which he had , Haverford scoring 
only three goals against him. 
Ursinus 4 Lafayette 2 
The Ursinus booters scored their first and only 
victory at the expense of the Lafayette soccermen. 
Playing the best game of the season, the Bears 
suddenly found themselves winning and dominated 
the play for the rest of the game. Adams, Comely, 
Yeomans, and Ed McCausland did the scoring in 
the w e ll played game. 
Ursinus 0 West Chester 3 
A worn and undermanned Ursinus soccer team 
suffered several tough breaks in bowing to West 
Chester State Teachers booters 3-0 . Although the 
Bears lrequently managed to take the offensive. 
every attempt to score was missed, often by little 
more than a lew inches. 
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Ursinus 0 Penn I. V:s 4 
Against the Penn J. V.'s who were undefeated 
and unscored upon at the date of this game. the 
Bears could not get underway at all. Although the 
Bear backfield played hard. it could not stop the 
high-scoring Quakers who pushed through four 
goals to capture the game 4-0 . 
Ursinus 2 F. & M. J 
An injury-riddled Bears squad lost out in an 
extra period to a very powerful Diplomat team 
which had been defeated but once . Comely tied 
the score after F. & M.'s first score. The Diplomats 
went ahead again. but this time Adams tied the 
score . In the e xtra period. however. the Diplomats 
went ahead to win 3-2. 
Ursinus I Delaware 
Doc Baker's soccer team dropped another close 
game when they were overcome by the Blue Hens 
of Delaware 3-1. The Bears played on even terms 
with the Hens for most of the game but lacked the 
scoring punch around the goal area. 
Ursinus I Gettysburg J 
Unable to put up an offensive threat that could 
produce results. the soccer team dropped a 3-1 
decision to Gettysburg. The Bears scored first on 
some fine passing and the goal boot of Bud Adams . 
After that. however. the team was unable to muster 
an attack to bring any results. 
SOCCER TEAM 
Standing : Agan, Kehm, Boysen, 
Wanner, Thomas, Melson, Brick, 
Zeigler, Doc. Baker . 
Kneeling: Arnold. Adams, Graver, 
Morningstar, McCausland, 
Cooke, Diller. 
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JOHN CORNEL Y 
Soccer Captain 
Ursinus J Alumni J 
In the final game of the season. the 
varsity played a listless game against 
the old grads who because they were 
not in shape had to be content with a 
3-3 deadlock with the undergrads. The 
game was featured by unusual and un-
orthodox kick-offs by the varsity which. 
however. did not help to produce a vic-
tory. 
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VARSITY HOCKEY TEAM 
Knee ling : Bradway, Halbruegge, Levengood, Ludwick, Fow , 
Standing, Coach Snell, Mathieu, Landis , Hogeland, Dough-
erty, Frorer, Bricker, Bright, Brandt, Claflin. 
The varsity hockey team completed its best season in many years with a 
record of five wins, one tie, and one loss. With the loss of only three veterans 
from last year's squad, Coach Snell's charges began the season with the 
experience acquired last year proving valuable, as their record readily 
shows. Natalie Hogeland was their leading scorer for the season but was 
followed closely by Babs Fow and Jeanne Mathieu . Outstanding in defensive 
play were Captain Alli e Dougherty and Goalie Glad Levengood . The loss 
of these stellar seniors will probably be felt keenly during next year's sea-
son. Miss Snell was assisted in coaching by Peg Claflin. Grace Brandt was 
manager, assisted by Jane Kirch er. 
Ursinus 4 Glassboro Teachers 0 
In a one-sided game in which Goalie Glad Levengood contacted the ball 
only once throughout the game, the Ursinus girls' hockey team registered a 
4-0 victory over Glassboro State Teacher's College. Nat Hogeland and Jeanne 
Mathieu divided the scoring with two markers each. The defensive play of 
Captain Dougherty was outstanding in the backfield. 
Ursinus 5 Beaver 3 
The girls ' hockey team avenged the defeat of last year at the hands of 
Beaver by a 5-3 victory over their old rivals. Babs Fow scored first, followed 
by two goals by Nat Hogeland . Beaver came back to tie the score but Babs 
Fow and Jeanne Mathieu came through with the goals necessary for victory. 
Ursinus 2 Temple I 
Trailing by a score of 1-0 at the end of the first half. the Ursinus coeds had 
to come from behind to defeat the Temple hockey team 2-1. Nat Hogeland 
and Babs Fow scored the winning tallies in the final moments of the game. 
Th e defensive work of Glad Levengood and Captain Dougherty aided im-
mensely in this victory. 
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Ursinus I Swarthmore 4 
The amazons of Ursinus sustained their first and only de-
feat of the season at the hands of a stronger Swarthmore 
squad 4-1. Nat Hogeland, who scored the goal for Ursinus, 
played a brilliant game, nobly supported by Mildred Bricker 
and the defensive work of Allie Dougherty. 
Ursinus 12 Rhode Island 2 
With perfect passes from the backfield and the forward line 
moving like clockwork, the Ursinus girls' hockey team scored 
practically at will to register a 12-2 victory over the Rhode 
Island State Teachers. After a 5-1 count at halftime Ursinus 
had little difficulty in penetrating the weak defense of the 
losers for the rest of the game. 
Ursinus I Penn I 
The strain of two games in one week showed itself in the 
game with Penn in which the best the Ursinus lassies could 
do was deadlock their opponents 1-1. Babs Fow, mainstay of 
the line, scored the marker for Ursinus in the first half but 
the entire team lacked the punch and aggressiveness in the 
second half to turn the tie into victory. 
Ursinus 4 Drexel 2 
In the final game of the season, the girls of Ursinus downed 
a fighting Drexel team 4-2 Jeanne Mathieu and Nat Hogeland 
did the bulk of the scoring as dependable Bab Fow was in-
jured in the first few moments of play. Her place was ably 
taken by freshman Betty Umstad, who played the position 
like a veteran. 
The Vars ity Hocke y Team In Actio n 
r I 
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ALICE DOUGHERTY 
Hoc ke y Captain 
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JUNIOR VARSITY HOCKEY 
A spirited Junior Varsity hockey team finished their season with the good 
record of two wins, one tie, and one loss . Coach Snell will undoubtedly be 
glad for the services of some of th e members of the squad to replace the 
veterans on the varsity who will graduate. 
Ursinus 2 Beaver 2 
The Ursinus J. V.'s eked out a 2-2 ti e with a strong Beaver second team. 
Be tty Power scored the first tally for Ursinus and freshman Betty Urns tad 
made th e remaining goal. Th e e ntire team showed much promise both of-
fensively and defensively. 
Ursinus I Temple 2 
Against a good Temple team th e Ursinus Juniors suffered thei r only defeat 
of the season, going down to defeat 2-1 after putting up a stiff battle. The 
defensive might of the J. V.' s was evident as the y held Temple to a one-point 
margin of victory . 
Ursinus 3 Swarthmore 2 
Even though th e varsity lost their only game to th e Swarthmore varsity, 
th e Ursinus J. V.'s took re venge in beating the Swarthmore second team 3-2 . 
Betty Umstad played a s tellar rol e in the v icto ry by scoring all three goals 
for the seconds. 
Ursinus 4 Drexel 0 
Th e Ursinus Junior Varsi ty hock ey team closed its successful season in 
grand style by defeating their old rivals, Dre xel. 4 -0 . Drexe l was completely 
outclassed as the local girls' offensive clicked and their defense was im-
penetrable. 
JUNIOR V ARSITY HOCKEY 
Kneeling, Baberich, Kircher, Kirlin, Harrington, Baird. 
Standing : Coach Snell, Klein, Urnstad, Greene, Brooks, Witmer, M. Hogg, Herbe rt , Power, 
McDaniel, Claflin . 
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VARSITY BASKETBALL 
The Varsity Basketball team completed one of the 
most unsuccessful seasons in many years with a record 
of four wins and twelve losses . This poor showing was 
due in part to the depletion of the team by Uncl e Sam 
and the dean . At semesters only six players remained 
on the team, of which two were veterans. Four fresh-
men were added to the team but the absence of sea-
soned players was apparent. With only two members of 
the team b e ing lost by graduation, Coach Hashagen 
may look forward to a better season next year. Hutch-
Inson was the leading scorer of the year with 136 
points. 
Ursinus 37 Lehigh 53 
KENNETH HASHAGEN 
Coach of Basketball 
The Ursinus quintet dropped their opening game to 
Lehigh University 53-37 . The Bears started fast when 
Hutchinson scored fiv e points to lead the Engineers 
5-0 in the first few minut e s . However, the Lehigh five 
came back strongly and were never headed by their 
opponents. 
R s 
Ursinus 37 Haverford 18 
In a dull listless contest which saw the Bears leading 13-3 at half-time, 
the Haverford basketball team was given a beating 37-18 by Hashagen 's 
five. The leading point-getter for the Bears was Arno Kuhn with 10 points . 
Ursinus 77 Lebanon Valley 31 
In the first home game of the season the Bears won their first league tilt 
by smashing the scoring reco rd of the conference as they beat Lebanon 
Valley 77-31. Every player on the squad saw service and all broke into the 
scoring column . McMahon le d the scoring with 24 points . 
Ursinus 30 Albright 80 
The Albright Lions broke the scoring record which the Bears had estab-
lished a few nights before as they swamped Ursinus 80-33. Hutchinson led 
the scoring for the Bears with e ight points. 
Ursinus 42 Muhlenberg 48 
The Bears dropped their second league game to the Mules of Muhlenberg 
48-42. The Mules came from behind in the last three minutes as Crampsey 
scored five straight points in the last few seconds . 
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Ursinus 40 F & M 49 
Hashagen's five dropped another close game to F & M 49-40. The score 
was deadlocked at the hal! but the Lancaster team overcame the Bears in 
the second hal! as Hamscher scored 14 points in that period. 
Ursinus 40 Gettysburg 43 
Gettysburg overcame a seven point third period lead to go on to beat the 
Ursinus Bears 43-40 . The Bea rs led all the way until the last quarter at 
which time the Bulle ts stopped the Bears . 
Ursinus 46 Albright 49 
Failing to take advantage of a 25-15 halftime lead. the Bears fizzled out 
in the last seconds of the game as Albright went on to win 49-46 . The defeat 
was due in a large part to the Bears ' failure to make foul shots . 
Ursinus 36 Lebanon Valley 39 
Playing a listless game the Bears went down to d e feat 39-36 at the hands 
of Lebanon Valley. the same team they had so decisively beaten earlier in 
the season . Poor officiating helped the Dutchmen considerably. 
Ursinus 43 Swarthmore 48 
The Bea rs again lost in the last few minutes of the game as Swarthmore 
beat them 48-43 for their sixth consecutive loss . Stan Cope led the scoring for 
Swarthmore as Ziegler starred for Ursinus. 
Ursinus 32 Muhlenberg 43 
With the score tied at IS-all at the end of the first half. the league leading 
Muhlenberg quintet got "red hot " at the start of the second hal! and defeated 
the hapless Bears 43-32 . Kuhn led the scoring for the Bears with 11 points . 
VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM 
Top Row : Coach Hashagan. Neustader. Fetch. Watz. Eckenroth. Ross . 
Boltom Row : Ziegler. Heckman. McMahon. Hutchinson. Kuhn. "Gus" Johnson . 
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One Hundred Fi ft y 
Ursinus 38 F & M 40 
F & M, defending league champions, beat Ursinus for the second time 
in a close game with the Diplomats winning by a two-point margin. Hutch-
inson was the high scorer for Ursinus with nine points. 
Ursinus 33 Bucknell 50 
The Bucknell Bisons scored a decisive 50-33 win over the Ursin us Bears 
as Haines of Bucknell scored 31 points. Al Hutchinson was again the leading 
scorer for Ursinus as he racked up a total of 14 points. 
Ursinus 52 Dickinson 36 
The Bears of Ursinus scored their first win in almost two months as they 
beat Dickinson 52-36. Freshman Roy Walz led the Bears' at tack with 12 
field goals and two fouls for a total of 26 points. 
Ursinus 38 Gettysburg 40 
In the last minute of play Gettysburg beat Hashagen's quintet 40-38 as 
they intercepted several passes to forge ahead and win. The Bears attempted 
to come back but the final gun sounded several seconds later. 
Ursinus 53 Bucknell 46 
The final game of the season was won by Ursinus as they beat Bucknell 
53-46, to bring the luckless season to a close. Ziegler led the scoring in the 
wild game with 17 points, closely followed by Heckman with 15. 
Top Left to Right : Kuhn waits for tap ; Heckman gets ball as Kuhn gets one in the mouth ; 
"Smilin' Jack" McMahon. 
u R 
Bottom Left to Right : Hutch gets one off the boards; Walz lays one up ; Heckman on floor 
passes to Walz . 
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FRESHMAN 
BASKETBALL 
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM 
Standing . Pancoast, Dahlman, Kil-
cullen, Myers, Much, Doug hert y . 
Seated: Boysen, Hidley, Moore, Car-
raza, Todd, Sullas, C . Moore. 
The freshman basketball team was not as 
successfu l as previous freshman teams when 
one regards the reco rd of four wins and nine 
losses for the year. Th is was due largely to 
th e taking of four of the best men for the var-
sity team. " Seib" Pancoas t coached the fres h-
man team. 
Ursinus 37 Lebanon Valley 19 
Sparked by George Moore, John Fle tche r, 
and Roy Walz, the Cubs easily beat Lebanon 
Valley frosh 37-19 . 
Ursinus 33 Albright 31 
In a game with two e xtra periods, Walz 
scored the winning two points to beat Al -
bright 33-31. 
Ursinus 37 Muhlenberg 42 
In a close game th e Ursin us Cubs were 
nosed out by the Muhlenberg frosh by the 
sco re of 42-37. 
Ursinus 52 F & M 34 
The Cubs easily beat th e F & M freshmen 
52-34 as the team clicked both offensively 
and defensively . 
Ursinus 27 Albright 40 
Weake ned by the loss of four first stringers , 
the freshme n dropped a wild game to Al -
bright 40-27. 
Ursinus 22 Lebanon Valley 40 
In a poorly played game th e frosh lost to 
R u B y 
, 
Le banon Valley 40-22. Lou Myers led the 
Cubs ' scoring. 
Ursinus 27 Swarthmore 39 
The Littl e Quake rs had little difficulty in 
beating the Cubs 39-27 in a game which saw 
Carraza sco re 14 points for Ursinus . 
Ursinus 33 Hill School 40 
The Hill Schoole rs again beat the Cubs, 
this time 40-33. Moore led the scoring with 
10 points . 
Ursinus 26 Muhlenberg 51 
Clearly superior in all departments, the 
Muhlenbe rg frosh trounced the Ursinus frosh 
for the second time 51-26. 
Ursinus 43 F & M 37 
Leading all the way the Cubs defeated a 
riddled F & M frosh squad 43-37 , Moore scor-
ing 13 points for Ursin us . 
Ursinus 33 Perkiomen Prep 34 
The Cubs lost a very close game 34-33 as 
Pe rkiomen Prep achieved victory in the last 
quarter. 
Ursinus 53 Norristown "Y" 70 
In a wild and wooly game in which Much 
scored 22 points for Ursinus, the " Y " team of 
Norristown beat the frosh 70-53 . 
Ursinus 40 Perkiomen Prep 51 
The Bear Cub ended th e season with a 51-
40 setback at the hands of Perkiomen Prep, 
Moore scoring 18 points . 
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Le ft : Alli e re aches wh ile Nat wa its anxi o u sly . 
Right : Harringto n wait s lo r outcome 0 1 scrambl e . 
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL 
The W omen's Varsity Basketball team had 
a successful season as they compiled an en-
viable record of four wins, two losses, and 
one tie. The team scored 205 points to their 
opponents 174 points. Doris Harrington led 
the season scoring with 79 points, closely 
followed by Nat Hogeland and Allie Dough-
erty, the latter two the only veterans who will 
be lost by graduation. Coach Snell may look 
fo rward to good prospects nex t year wi th the 
return of all e xcept these two players. 
Ursinus 24 Alumnae 2S 
Led by Bunny Ha rshaw Vosters, and 
u R s I N u s 
"Squeeky" Von Kleek, the alumnae took a 
close game from the varsity 25-24 . The alum-
nae excelled in foul shooting while the var-
sity led in field goals. The game was marked 
by good defensive playing of both teams. 
Ursinus 31 Penn 27 
Trailing throughout the whole game, the 
Penn lassies were defeated by Coach Snell's 
basketballeers 31 -27. Doris Harrington took 
the scoring honors with 16 points, while Nat 
Hogeland and Allie Dougherty followed with 
ten and five markers respectively. 
c o 
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL 
TEAM 
Back Ro w : Coach Snell, Keagl e , 
Hog e land , Dougherty . 
Front Row : Landis, Mathieu , Har-
ringt o n, Bright. 
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NATALIE HOGELAND 
Captain 
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Ursinus 33 Bryn Mawr 30 
In a hard fought game with the highly touted Bryn Mawr 
team the Ursinus girls' basketball team managed to keep 
their record clean by downing the Main Liners 33-30 . Allie 
Dougherty took the scoring honors for Ursinus while Doris 
Harrington and Captain Nat Hogeland completed the total. 
Ursinus 42 William & Mary 18 
With the interceptions and fast passes of guards Nancy 
Landis, Jeanne Ma thieu, and Marion Bright, the W & M 
team had to resort to long shots as the Ursinus lassies worked 
the ball into the basket to score easily and defeat the Green 
and Gold to the tune of 42-18. 
Ursinus 28 Beaver 31 
The perfect record against opponent schools was marred 
as the Beaver lassies beat Ursinus 31-28. The Ursinus team 
played its usual good game but a strong Beaver offensive 
and a strange floor were the factors which combined spelled 
defeat for the girls . 
Ursinus 29 Temple 2S 
The Ursinus women 's basketball team closed their home 
season in a blaze of glory as they defeated Temple 29-25 . 
Th e Temple squad previously had been beaten but once by 
Beaver. In the hard fought game which was tied at half-
time, Doris Harrington led the scoring with 16 points. 
Ursinus 18 Chestnut Hill 18 
Coach Snell's varsity closed the 1942 season with an 18-18 
tie with Chestnut Hill on the opponent's court. Th e Ursinus 
lassies led most of the way but Chestnut Hill managed to 
tie the score in the last few seconds. 
Left : Dougherty and Harrington reach for ball. 
Right : Allie and Harrington wait for action. 
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WOMEN'S JR. VARSITY BASKETBALL 
WOMEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY 
BASKETBALL TEAM 
Back Row : Bradway, Urnstad, Coach 
Claflin, Klein, Halbruegge. 
Front Row : Kirlin, Hoagland, Leven-
good. 
The Women's Junior Varsity Basketball 
team finished a successful season with the 
record of three wins and two losses . Rusty 
Hoagland and Betty Kirlin were the high 
scorers for the aggregation. Coach Snell will 
have several good players to draw from this 
team to replace varsity material lost by grad-
uation this year. 
Ursinus 31 St. Iohn·s 30 
The girl's junior varsity basketball team 
eked out a close 31-30 victory over 51. John's 
of Reading in their first game of the se3son. 
The game was close from beginning to e nd . 
Rusty Hoagland and Betty Kirlin led the Ur-
sinus scoring with sixteen and thirteen points 
respectively. 
Ursinus 24 Bryn Mawr 30 
Bryn Mawr's Jay Vee team defeated the 
Ursinus second team by the score of 30-24 . 
Rusty Hoagland and Betty Kirlin led the 
Ursin us sextette in a fast contest, but were 
u R s I N u s 
unable to outscore the more accurate Main 
Liners. 
Ursinus 29 Beaver 16 
The Ursinus J. V's. avenged the varsity's 
defeat at the hands of Beaver as they beat the 
Beaver second team 29-16 . In the contest 
which was taken with ease, Rusty Hoagland 
was again the high scorer with eighteen 
points. 
Ursinus 35 Temple 14 
Th e junior varsity squad of Ursin us polished 
off the Temple J. V.'s by the comfortable mar-
gin of 35-14. Rusty Hoagland scored eighteen 
points, as Betty Kirlin scored e leven, and Mid 
Halbruegge tallied the remaining six points . 
Ursinus 20 Chestnut Hill 24 
In a close game the Chestnut Hill second 
team defeated the second team of Ursinus in 
the final game of the season 24-20. Betty Kir-
lin took the scoring honors of this game with 
a neat fifteen points. 
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
Left: Worthing and Adams fight for 
ball for Stine Hall. 
Right: Joe Irv in jumps for ball in 
playoff with Stine. 
Intramurals have been a source of constant pleasure to a large number 
of students, both men and women, throughout the year. The sports for men 
included te nnis, football. volleyball. basketball. softball. and track ; while 
for the women, basketball. hockey and archery were included. 
Touch football saw the Day Study team take the top honors . Ed McCaus-
land took th e annual fall tennis tournament. Stine Hall reigned as king of 
intramural basketball. In volleyball Curtis marched off with the champion-
ship after a playoff with Stine Ha ll, both teams having finished the season 
with five wins and one defeat. 
The annual intramural night which featured boxing, wrestling, foul 
shooting, and table tennis finals , was called 
off this yea r because of lack of interest. In 
previous yea rs this event had always been 
looked forward to by contestants as well as 
the student spectators. 
This spring a compulsory intramural pro-
gram was inaugurated as part of the " Hale 
America" program aft e r the usual spring 
sports had b een abandoned because of the 
shortened school year due to the war. By th e 
introduction of this program many students 
who heretofore had never participated in 
sports because they were not good enough 
for the varsity or because they were not in-
terested had a equal chance with varsity 
players. To Jing Johnson much credit must be 
given for this wonderful health-building idea. 
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Crone waits for the pitch . 
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MAJOR SPORTS 
BASKETBALL 
Le high . . . . . 
• 
• • • • • 
• • • 
37 
37 
77 
30 
42 
40 
40 
46 
36 
43 
32 
38 
Have rford . . . 
Lebano n Valle y 
Albright .. 
Muhle nbe rg 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
F & M . .. 
Gettysburg 
Albright .. 
Le bano n Valley 
Swarthmore . 
Muhlenbe rg 
F & M . . 
33 Bucknell . . 
52 Dickinson . 
38 Gettysburg 
53 Bucknell . 
Four wins, twelve losses 
BASEBALL 
Villanova 
Haverford 
• • • • 
o 
4 
3 
2 
Penn A. C . 
Muhlenberg 
Dickinso n 
Lehigh . 
Temple .. 
Bucknell . 
Lebanon Valley 
Gettysburg 
Juniata . . . 
Swarthmore 
Drexel .. 
Villanova 
• 
R 
• 
• • 
• 
• • • 
• • • • • • 
• 
• • • • • • 
12 
10 
7 
8 
3 
3 
4 
18 
I 
2 
Seven WIns, seven losses 
. . . . 40 
65 
TRACK 
Gettys burg 
Delaware 
F & M • 27 I/, 
63 1/ 3 
81 I/, 
Albright .... 
Drexel . . . • 
Three wins, two losses 
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SOCCER 
• 
o 
o 
4 
o 
o 
2 
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3 
Te mple 
Have rfo rd 
Lafayett e 
W est Chester 
Pe nn J. V. 
F & M ... 
De lawa re 
G e ttysburg 
Alumn i ... 
O ne WIn, seven losses, one tie 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
• • • 
• • • 
• • 
• 
• • • 
24 
31 
33 
42 
28 
29 
18 
Alumnae .. 
Pe nn . . . . 
Bryn Mawr 
Wm . & Mary 
Beaver . . . . 
Temple .... 
Chestnut Hill 
Four wins, two losses, one tie 
• • • • • 
• • 
FOOTBALL 
7 
o 
o 
7 
6 
o 
o 
Dic kinson 
Delaware 
Lehigh .. 
Drexe l .. 
Muhle nberg 
Washington 
Gettysburg 
13 F & M .... 
No wins , six losses, two ties 
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HOCKEY 
4 
5 
2 
I 
Glassboro 
Bea ve r . . 
Te mple . . 
Swarthmore 
Rhode Island 
Penn . 
• 
12 
I 
4 Drexel . . . . 
Five w ins, one loss, one tie 
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KATHRYN ATKINSON 
May Queen 
Gracemary Greene leads the 
searl dance 
u B y -
MAY DAY 
The 1941 May Pageant " Mexican Spring-
time" was written by Naomi Richter. The en-
tire cast of one hundred fifty girls was ably 
directed by Mrs . Hampson . The plot centered 
around the love affair of Miguel. played by 
Jean Patt e rson '42, and Conchita, Marion 
Byron '42 . Migue l finally won the hand of 
Conchita as a reward for deciphering an in-
scription. The fiesta given by Conchita 's 
father, Don Enrique, on the occasion of their 
coming marriage presented a gay and color-
ful spectacle. 
The highlight of the pageant was the bull 
fight with the crowning of the Queen of the 
Bull Fight, beautiful Kay Atkinson . The 
queen 's court consisted of Ida May Scott '41. 
Muriel Howarth '41. Lenore Berky '42, Betty 
Frorer '42, Nancy Landis '43, Margaret Teal 
'43, Evelyn Buckley '44, and Anita Hess ' 44 . 
The difficult and time-consuming task of 
student manager was capably filled by Mir-
iam Maeder' 41. To her and the one hundred 
twenty-five girls who served on the various 
committees much credit must be given for 
their fine cooperation in the production of the 
pageant. 
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MA Y QUEE N AND ATTENDANTS 
Le ft to Right : Buckle y, Teal, Frorer, Scott, Atkinson, Howarth, Be rky, Landis, Hess. 
"Conchita·· Byron and 
" Don Enriquo·' Lord . 
s .I N u 
"Miguel" Patt e rso n re vie w s the burros 
s c o L L E G E 
One Hundred Sixty -one 
JUNIOR PROM 
The big event of the Junior Week-end of the Class of 
1942 was one of the two formal dances of the yea r. the 
Junior Prom. The gym was camouflaged with hanging 
stars. and decorations of cons tella tions adorned the 
walls. A crowd of one hundred and si xty couples danced 
among the moonbeams and stardust setting to the pleas-
ing music of Herby Woods and his orchestra. His nicely 
balanced repertoire of numbers pleased all who at-
tended . 
An old-fashioned minstrel show with antics and rusty 
jokes by the black-faced comics was the feature of the 
Saturday night of Junior Week-end . 
COMMITTEE 
RICHARD ARNO LD 
Chairman 
MARION BYRON 
JULIA HOGG 
EVA JUNE SMITH 
JOYCE TUERS 
JEAN WEBB 
NORMAN CALLAHAN 
DOUGLAS CRONE 
JACK G ARLOCK 
G EOR GE SPO HN 
ALBIN TKACZ 
Top Left: Dubuque. Weiland, Wood, and Johnson with their dates . 
• 
R u 
To p Right · Chap&rons, Dean Stahr, Mr . and Mrs. D. L. Helff e ri ch and Mr . and 
Mrs . Stevens. 
Lower Left : The crowd watches Herby Weods in a novelty number . 
Lower Right : Chairman Arnold and Preside nt Agan pose w ith dates. 
/7 
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SENIOR BALL 
COMMITTEE 
NICK BISCOTTE 
Chairman 
NATALIE HOGELAND 
EL V A JANE BUCKINGHAM 
BETTE REPLOGLE 
GLADYS LEVENGOOD 
JOHN YEOMANS 
RUSSELL HUCKEL 
EDWARD MAYKUT 
GEORGE SHUSTER 
JOSEPH GLASS 
ROBERT McALLISTER 
I N u s c 
While King Winter reigned on the 
outside, as the first snow of the year 
fell; on the inside it was springtime, as 
the gym was transformed into a glori-
fied rose terrace by the decorators. 
One hundred and thirty couples 
danced to the pleasing rhythms of 
Chuck Gordon and his orchestra. 
The following night many attended 
the gala opening of the unique Ye 
Olde Bear Tavern in the dining room 
which featured a floor show as well 
as dancing. 
To Nick Biscotte and his committee 
go the credit for one of the best Senior 
Week-ends in years. 
o L 
Top Left : Carlotta Dale vo-
calizes. 
Top Right: Chairman Bis-
cotte, President Selfridge, 
Binder, and Spohn with 
their dates . 
Middle: Joe Glass and Jim 
Bligh pose with dates . 
Lower Left : The chaper-
ons . 
Lower Right : The Conga. 
L E G E 
One Hundred Sixt y-three 
URSINUS COLLEGE ... 
• 
THE OLDEST COLLEGE IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
THE ONLY CO-EDUCATIONAL COLLEGE IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
N. E. McCLURE, Ph.D., Litt.D., President 
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Rapp looks sheepish as Clark grins ; "Rusty" Hoag · 
land serves; Wood, Kil cullen, Morningstar are fourth 
floor Derr roommates ; Roommates Duncan and Nissly ; 
A general dining hall scen e; the unforgettable pajama 
parade. 
U R S I N U S 
SPRI NG-FORD COUNTRY CLUB 
ROYERSFORD, PENNA. 
Special Caterer for College 
Fraterni ty and Sorori ty Parties 
Compliments of 
A Friend 
L. R. Levengood Est. , Inc. 
DEALER IN 
FARM MACHINERY 
ALSO COAL, FEEDS OF ALL KINDS 
3RD. AND HANOVER STREETS POTTSTOWN, PA . 
ANDORRA INN 
RIDGE AND BUTLER PIKES 
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. 
M. L. MOYER CO. 
144 W . HIGH ST. 
POTTSTOWN, PENNA. 
SCHULZ BUTTER MAID BREAD 
Made with Milk-Enriched with Butter 
SCHULZ BAKING COMPANY 
POTTSTOWN, PA. 
C o L L E G E 
One Hundred Sixty·five 
VENTURI 
FOOD AND PRODUCE 
WHOLESALE 
PHILADELPHI A, PENN A. 
BUD WHITE 
at 
V ALLEY FORGE HOTEL 
DISTI NCTIVE MEN"S WEAR 
EVANS, CONGER & BEYER 
INSURANCE 
CU RREN ARCADE, NO RRIST O WN , PA . 
HENRICKS 
Pretzels and Pretzel sticks are delicious served with 
beverages and ice cream. Ou r Potato Chips are u n-
excelled . Serve them at your next party . 
HENRICKS PRETZEL COMPANY 
POTTSTO WN , PA . 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ROGERS JEWELRY 
NORRISTO WN , PENNA . 
T. D. KEYSER 
CHEVROLETS and OLDSMOBILES 
LANSDALE, PENNA . 
R U B y -
JACOB REED'S SONS 
CLOTHING 
Outfitters to College Men 
since 18 24 
1424-1 426 CHESTNUT ST. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
PERFECTION BAKERY 
520 W . MARSHALL ST. 
PHONE 685 
30 W . Main SI. 3 I 7 DeKalb SI. 
Phone 32 I 7 Phone 5270 
It's Christian Character 
That Counts 
THE Y. M. C. A. 
NO RRIST O WN, PENNA . 
Compliments o f 
JONES MOTOR CO. 
ROYERSFORD, PENNA . 
GROFF CANDY 
The RUBY 's Candy Ma n 
SOUDERTON, PENNA . 
LANDES MOTOR CO. 
MAIN ST. AND FIRST AVE. 
COLLEGEVILLE, PENNA. 
1 9 4 
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-SENIOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
COLLEGE 
A. Do you favor 
B. 
u 
I. Compulsory 
Yes-67 
Chape l? 
No-32 
2. Unlimited cuts for "B" list? 
Yes-94 No-5 
3. Co-education? 
Yes-IOI No-O 
4. 10:30 P. M. rule for girls? 
Yes-72 No-29 
5. Permitting women to smoke in halls? 
Yes-B9 No-12 
6. Abolition of 
Yes-13 
Freshman customs? 
No-35 
Strengthening? 
Yes-21 No-19 
Modilicat ion? 
Yes-69 No-16 
7. Abolition of fraternities and sorori-
ties? 
Yes-31 No-6B 
Nationalization of same? 
Yes-59 No-5B 
B. Continuance 
Yes-73 
of Forums? 
No-23 
1. Number of times on "B" list 
Four times-6 
Three times-B 
Two times-9 
One time-IB 
No times-59 
2. Number of times on ineligible list 
Four times-2 
Three times-I 
Two times-2 
One time-B 
No times-B4 
3. What honor at Ursinus would you 
cherish most? 
R 
None-27 
Valedictorian-2 6 
Cum Laude-IB 
S I N U S 
/P 
J • 
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Huckel studies hard ; Th e old Ford joins th e parade 
on Old Timer 's Day ; the freshman " bury" our oppon-
ents ; Shust e r is "out o f th is w orld " at the Junior 
Prom ; Th e D ean and Pres . M cClur e at commence-
ment ; Th e boys o f De rr have a " feed .'" 
c o L L E G E 
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Complime n ts 01 
STREET, LI NDER &- PROPERT 
MICROSCOPES, SCIENTIFIC 
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS 
O PTIC AL C O RNER, 20TH & CHESTNUT ST. 
PHILA., PENNA. 
LYMAN A. KRATZ 
REALTOR AND INSURANCE 
NO RRIST O WN , PENNA . 
COLLEGEVILLE CLEANERS 
OFFICIAL CLEANERS FOR URSINUS 
DELIVERY ON CAMPUS 
SPOHN 'S SERVICE STATION 
RAHN'S, PENNA. 
Yes, I said Rahn ' s 
C omplime nts o f 
THE FERRO-PHOS CO. 
Manufacture rs o f High Grade Drinks 
7-UP- PEPSI-COLA- ORANGE CRUSH 
Compliments 01 
GROFF CAN DY CO, 
SOUDERTON, PA. 
u B y 
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l 
Peggy and Hazel on Bomberger steps ; E, J, Bucking-
ham grins for cameraman ; The soccer team arrayed 
for their annual game with the girl's hockey team ; 
"Gene" Miller doesn't have much attention ; "There 
will be Rec Hall tonite ." 
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COVERS FOR THE 1942 RUBY 
MANUFA CTURED BY 
NATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY 
239-45 S . AMERICAN ST. 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
George H. Buchanan Company 
ADVERTISING PRINTING 
A. W. JURY 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
PUBLISHING 
EVANS BURG, PA. 
44 NORTH SIXTH STREET 
Phone ColJegevilJe 4551 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Louis E. Stilz & Bros. Co. 
Compliments of 
MANUFACTURERS 
GRADUATION CAPS & GOWNS, FLAGS THE LANTERN 
CHENILLE & FELT LETTERS CAROL SWARTLEY 
Edito r 
EDWIN McC AUSLAND, JR . 
Business Manager 
155 N. FOURTH ST. PHILA .. PA . 
U R 
OLD PERKIOMEN BRIDGE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Has Carried Millions Safe ly Across Since 1799 
Losses Paid 
$1, 904,441 
The Old Bridge is 
The Com pan y ' s Trade 
Mark of Stability 
S 
PERKIOMEN VALLEY MUTUAL FIRE 
I NSURANCE COMPANY 
COLLEGEVILLE 
I N U S C o L L 
One Hundred Sixty-nine 
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4. Favori te Professor 
Brownback-31 
Pancoas t- l B 
Bone-1 7 
5. Best Course 
Pol. Sci . 1-2-29 
Histology-21 
Accounting-7 
Wors t Course 
Biology 3-4-25 
History 1-2-17 
Education 1-2-15 
Easies t Course 
Music 13, 14-34 
Pol. Sci. 3-4-22 
Physics 1-2-11 
6. W hat does Ursinus need most? 
Bette r food-17 
Mone y-IS 
New Administration-B 
A revolution-l 
7. Bigges t improvement this yea r 
No comprehensi ves-23 
None-1 7 
Music in dining room-l 0 
B. What do you like most at Ursinus? 
People-3S 
Campus-IS 
Dorm life 7 
Disl ike Most 
Food-40 
Conse rvat ism-B 
Exams-6 
9. Biggest disappointment at 
Athl e tic teams-24 
Administration- IS 
Men-13 
Ursinus 
10 . What is your pe t pee ve about Col -
lege? 
Food-36 
Administration-B 
B o'clocks-7 
Pet peeve professor 
Tyson-4B 
White-B 
McC lure-S 
u B Y 
LLOYD H . DAU B 
HARD WA RE 
PH ONE- 4670 
106 W . Main SI. 
N orristown, Po. 
130 W . Fourth SI. 
Br idgeport, Pa . 
GAR S. WOOD 
HARDWARE 
EV ANSBURG Collegeville 2834 
VALLEY FORGE 
HOTEL 
Exce llent Food 
Smart Atmosp here 
Conveniently located at 
28 EAST MAIN STREET 
NORR ISTO W N, PA. 
S. GARWOOD KULP, tAgr . PH ONE 3260 
Compl imen ts of 
~ilhrrt'.a minrr 
Only the Best Served Here 
197 6 WEST MAIN ST. 
JE FFERSONVI LLE, P A. 
PATRONS 
EDNA HESKETH 
DR . RALPH MILLER 
DR. HERBERT KAPLAN 
Ride for Health and Pleasure 
COLONIAL RIDING ACADEMY 
SADDLE HORSES AND PONIES 
PRIV A TE AND CLASS INSTRUCTION 
GRATERFORD, PA . Collegeville 3027 
1 9 4 2 
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"Our Portraits Live Forever" 
Hollander & Feldmann 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
1705 CHESTNUT STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Photographers for the 1942 "RUBY" 
SPECIALIZING IN SCHOOL AND COLLEGE ANNUALS 
HAHNEMANN MEDICAL COLLEGE 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
There is great need for more physicians for military 
service and for proper care of the civil population. 
Especially qualified students from Ursinus College 
who wish to make the profession of medicine their life 
work should apply to The Hahnemann Medical College, 
235 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
S I N U S C o L L E 
One Hu ndre d Seventy-on e 
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II. What three things stand out during 
your college career? 
Initiations-23 
Xmas Week-17 
Friends-14 
12 . If you could go to college again what 
two things would you do differently? 
Take different course-34 
Study more-31 
Go to different school-13 
Do the same? 
Take the same courses-26 
Have same friends-19 
Join same frat or sorority-18 
13. What could this college do without 
most? 
Administration-17 
Prices-I 2 
14 . Do you think College emphasizes 
studies too much? 
Yes-19 No-83 
15. If you got into difficulty, to whom in 
the College would you be most likely 
to go? 
Brownback-26 
Bone-12 
I'd leave-5 
Least likely to go? 
Tyson-21 
McCl ure-19 
Stahr-18 
16 . Do you favor subsidization in sports 
at Ursinus in view of the recent ath-
let ic records here? 
Yes-59 No-36 
17. If you were ever in a position to leave 
money to any institution would it be 
Ursin us? 
Yes-63 No-37 Hell. no-I 
18 . Would you send any of your children 
to U rsinus? 
Yes-68 No-3D 
19. W hat member of the faculty or ad-
ministration would you like to have 
as a buck private under you if you 
were a higher officer? 
o 
U B y -
w. H . GRISTOCK SONS 
Coal, Lumber and Feed 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Phone 4541 
COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL 
BANK 
Inte rest Paid on Deposits 
MEMBER OF FEDERAL 
DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP. 
VAN BUSK IRK & BROS. 
ESTABLISHED 1861 
HARDWARE DuPONT PAINTS 
SEEDS CUTLERY TOOLS 
218 HIGH STREET 
POTTSTOWN 
CLAUDE MOYER 
The Barber Shop where Men 
are Well Groomed 
Scalp Treatments and Facia ls 
318 MAIN STREET COLLEGEVILLE, PA . 
1 9 4 2 
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THE 
" BRAD'S" 
CAMPUS 
SANDWICH 
716 Main SI. 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Me COY'S 
• FINE FURNITURE 
SHOP 
• RADIOS AND COMBINATIONS 
• PIANOS 
• RANGES-GAS AND ELECTRI C 
• WASHERS 
• REFRIGERATORS 
• RECORDS 
• SALES AND SERVICE 
Phone 2323 408 DeKalb St. 
U 
NORRISTOWN, PA . 
DOLLY MADISON 
ICE CREAM 
BURDAN'S 
ICE CREAM 
PH I LADELPH IA DAI RY 
PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
POTTSTOWN 816 
R S I N U S 
Tyson-53 
White-II 
McClure-IO 
20. What member of the faculty or ad-
ministration would you like to have 
as a higher officer over you if you 
were a buck private? 
Pancoast-21 
Brownback-17 
Bone-II 
PERSONAL 
C 
1. Do you smoke? 
Yes-51 No-44 
Favor women smoking? 
Yes-63 No-37 
2. Do you drink 
Yes-71 No-25 
Not at all-24 
Occasional I y-6 7 
Frequently-4 
3. What do you expect to do next year? 
Teach-38 
Armed forces-34 
Work-IS 
4. Salary expected ten years from now? 
High-$12,000 
Low- $2,000 
Average-$5,000 
5. Do you believe in a supernatural 
being? 
Yes-83 No-16 
In a personal God? 
Yes-84 No-19 
6. Have you as yet determined whom 
you are going to marry? 
Yes- 39 No-59 
7. Do you believe in the same moral 
standards for men and women? 
Yes-76 No-2 3 
8. Do you favor birth control? 
Yes-94 No-4 
9. Would you marry for any reason 
other than love? 
Yes-32 No-64 
For money? 
Yes-23 No-75 
o L L E G E 
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BOYD FUNERAL HOME 
71 8 SWEDE ST. 348 MAIN ST. 
NORRISTO W N, PA . COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
PHONE 14 90 PHONE 5121 
SCHEIDT'S VALLEY FORGE BEER 
ADAM SCHEIDT BREWING CO. 
NORRISTOWN, PA. 
FOR COMPLETE SATISFACTION 
Shop at 
BLOCK'S 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY'S LARGEST STORE 
15 -21 WES T MAIN ST. 
URSINUS 
COLLEGE 
NO RRISTO WN, PA . 
STAT IONERY 
PENNANTS 
JEWELRY 
NO VELTIES 
CHARLES CAS SEL '43 
GEORGE KRATZ '43 
AL WELLS '44 
SUPPLY 
ANDY SOUERWINE '45 STORE 
On the Campus 
U B Y 1 9 4 
One Hundred Seve nty-fo ur 
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, 
Your Friend "Doc" 
Se rving 
DOLLY MADISON ICE CREAM 
Excl usi ve l y 
L. M. LeBEGERN 
5TH & MAIN ST. 
COLLEGEVILLE. PENNA. 
THE HOOVER & SMITH COMPANY 
72 6 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA. PENNA. 
Official College Fraternity Jewelers Since 18 39 
Makers of Ursinus College Fraternity Pins and Keys 
Catalogue and Separate Price List of Badges and 
Rings upon Request 
APPROPRIATE CRESTED GIFTS FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS 
Hotels, Clubs, and Cafe Specialties 
u 
BRADLEY MARKET CO. 
" Meats" with your approval 
R 
2106 Market SI. 
PHILA .. PA. 
Bell-RIT 7070.7071 
Keystone-RACE 6520 
S I N u S 
10. What is your average weekly ex-
penditure? 
High-$I O 
Low-$I 
Average-$2-$3 
Main It e m 
Food-68 
Dates and amusement-I 8 
II. Who is your favorite dance band? 
Glenn Miller-39 
Tommy Dorsey-3 7 
Sammy Kaye-19 
SUPERLATIVE SENIORS 
1. Most intelligent 
Boy-McAllister Girl-Heibel 
2. Most versatile 
Boy-Adams Girl-Patterson 
3. Most independent thinke r 
Boy-Moye r Girl-Patterson 
4. Most popular 
Boy-Biscotte Girl-Levengood 
5. Best athletes 
Boy-Tkacz Girl-Hogeland 
6. Most handsome or beautiful 
Boy-Arnold Girl-Berky 
7. Most sociable 
Boy-Biscot te 
8. Best dressed 
Girl-Guinness 
Boy-Hutchinson Girl-Webb 
9. Most desirable husband or wife 
Boy-Hutchinson Girl-Berky 
10. Most gentlemanly or womanly 
II. 
12. 
Boy-Arnold Girl-Berky 
Most cynical 
Boy-Connor 
Most dates with 
Boy-Agan 
Girl-Bush 
same person 
Girl-Thurston 
13. Most dates with different persons 
Boy-McAllister Girl-Patterson 
14 . Most likely to succeed 
Boy-Herber Girl-Patterson 
IS . Most pessimistic 
Boy-MacMahon Girl-Weisgerber 
16 . Most optimistic 
Boy-Spohn Girl-Hoagland 
17. Best sense of humor 
Boy-Biscotte Girl-Guinness 
C o L L E G E 
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UNITED PIPE & SUPPLY CO. 
FORD AND WASHINGTON STS. 
NORRISTO WN, PA. 
Congratulations to The Class of '42 
from 
General Printing & Supply Co. 
282 HANOVER ST. 
POTTSTOWN, PA. 
ANNU ALS- PUBLICA TIO NS-PROGRAMS 
Compliments of 
ASBESTOS I NSULATI NG CO. 
NO RRISTOWN, PA . 
THE INDEPENDENT 
COLLEGEVILLE, PENNA . 
PRINTERS FO R THE COLLEGE 
FOR OVE R A HALF CENTURY 
EAGLE 'S NEST HOTEL 
AT PERKIOMEN, O N ROUTE 11 3 
RAHNS , PENNA . 
Ph one-Collegevill e 2671 
JO HNNIE HOFFMAN 
U B Y 
18 . Most likely to marry soon 
Couple-Agan and Thurston 
Boy-Hutchinson Girl-Anfinsen 
19 . Best " line" 
Boy-Selfridge Girl-Hogg 
20. Most carefree 
Boy-Coulter Girl-Burdan 
LEVENGOOD DAI RY FARMS 
WASHINGTON AND CHESTNUT STS . 
POTTSTOWN, PA. 
PH ONE-585 
Accepted American Medical Assn . 
C ongratulations 
to the 
a.1.1 0 1942 
from the 
1942 U 'J 
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"'----" very book that wins it s way to a 
place of safekeep ing must possess e ither mu ch wanted subj ect 
matter or great phys ica l charm .. there is no reaso n why a 
book should not possess both . . it 's all a matter of planning. 
Of course one must know about such thi ngs as pl eas ing layouts 
.. su itable paper and other materials, and pa rti cul arl y about 
securing th e most effective engravings .. our help in uch mat· 
ters .. and our experience .. insures add ed charm for a ny book . 
PHILADELPHIA WEEKS 
ENGRAVING COMPANY 
29 NORTH S I XTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA. PrI . 
I N u s c o L L E 
One Hund red Se venty-se v e n 
G E 
Names and Addresses of Those You Want To Remember 
Garnet O . Adams. 128 E. Pine St. . Mahanoy City. Po. 
Karl E. Agan. Jr .. 805 Glenn Terrace. Chester. Po. 
M. Elizabeth Allebach. Spring Mount. Po . 
Carolyn B. Anfinsen . 1013 Lindale Ave .. Drexel Hill. Po . 
C . Frederick Appleget. 25 Elmhurst Ave .• Trenton. N. J. 
Richard W. Arnold. 221 E. Oakdale Ave .. Glenside. Po . 
John M. Bear. 14 6 S. Th ird St.. Hamburg. Po . 
Florence Bechtel. 504 Main St.. Collegeville. Po . 
Helene Berger. Hatfield. Po . 
Lenore D. Berky. 508 N. Eighth St.. Allentown. Po . 
Albert Berman. 328 Main St.. Red Hill. Po . 
Frederick M. Binder. 115 E. Washington Ave .. Pleasant-
ville. N. J. 
Nicholas J. Biscotte. 3 1 Second St. . Bridgeport. Po . 
J. Russell Bisho p. 6 13 W. Main St.. Lansdale. Po . 
Wallace S . Brey . 14 W. Conestoga Rd .. Berwyn. Po . 
Alvan R. Brick. 82 N. Main St.. Medford. N. J. 
Mario n l. Britt on. 60 5 E. Patterson St.. Lansford . Po . 
Doro thy M. Brosz. R. D. No . I. Collegeville. Po . 
Elva J. Buckingham. Franklinville. N. J. 
Elizabeth K. Burdon. 6 W. Second St.. Pottstown. Po. 
Cathryn E. Bush . 44 6 Washington St. . Royersford. Po. 
Marion L. Byron . 32 5 Harrison Ave .• Elkins Park . Po . 
Norman M. Callahan. 1816 W. River Dr .. Merchantville. 
N. J. 
Do roth y E. Campbell. 829 Fern St.. Yeadon. Po . 
Isabel E. Carranza. 584 0 Tyndall Ave .. Riverdale. N. 
Y. C. 
Joseph D. Chapline. 444 0 Overbrook Ave .• Philo .. Po . 
Donald R. Connor. 3 154 Magee St.. Philo .• Po . 
Jo hn F. Cornely . Saxton. Po. 
James F. Coulter. Cooperlanding Rd .. R. F. D .. Mer-
chantville. N. J. 
Douglas A. Cro ne. 14 0 1 First Ave .. Elmwood. York. Po. 
Archer P. Crosley. 216 Hewett Rd .. Wyncote. Po . 
Woodrow W. Currington. 504 Main St.. Trappe. Po. 
Elizabeth Dakay. 651 Harrison Ave .• Ardsley. Po. 
Francis Daugherty. 237 Main St.. Red Hill. Po . 
Evelyn M. Dornbach. 8 N. Third St.. Allentown. Po. 
Alice H. Dougherty. 219 Homestead Ave .. Haddonfield. 
N. J. 
Dorothy Ducat. 141 S. Woodbury Rd .. Pitman. N. J. 
Leroy C . Earle. 30 Lake Dr .. Mountain Lakes. N. J. 
Rosalind H. Elting. 739 Edge w ood Ave .. Trenton. N. J. 
William J. Flynn. 24 Se venth Ave .. Runnemede. N. J. 
Carol Foster. 810 Pitt Rd .• Cheltenham. Po. 
Marjorie H. Foster. Rowland Ave . 0. Croyden Rd .. Chel-
tenham. Po. 
Averill V. Fox. 4305 Aspe n St.. Ph ilo .• Po. 
June L. Fritz. 336 Smyse r St. . York . Po. 
Elizabeth Fro rer. Wayne. Po. 
Richa rd R. Gay. 260 Walnut St. . Phoenixvill e. Po. 
Joseph W . Glass. 7603 Ogontz Ave .. Ph ilo .. Po . 
Charles E. Graver. 2 12 Walnut St.. Bath . Po . 
Gracemary Greene. 538 Weiser St. . Readi ng . Po. 
Roberta E. Guinness. 166-05 89th Ave .. Jamaica. N. Y. 
Francis K. Houseman. 37 E. Main St.. Pottstown. Po. 
W illiam F. Hee fner. Star Route. Pe rkasie. Po . 
Gladys E. Heibel. 1952 Re novo Rd .. Philo .• Po . 
Ruth F. Heinkel. 4623 Devereaux St.. Ph ilo .. Po. 
W. Laird Henry. 247 White St.. Summit Hill. Po. 
Denton A. Herber. 752 Mifflin St.. Lebanon. Po . 
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Gladys L. Hoagland. 30 4 W. Tenth Ave .. Consho-
hocken. Po. 
Natali e A. Hogeland. Blue Bell. Po. 
Julia H. Hogg. Sproul Rd .. Foxcro ft . Broomall. Po . 
Kenneth E. Hoopes. 438 W. Market St.. York. Po. 
Russell W. Huckel. Apt. 3C. 235 W. 103d St.. New 
York City 
Albe rt S. Hutchi nson. 43 N. Connecticut Ave .• Atlant ic 
City. N. J. 
Emily M. Kehoe. 26 Conestoga Rd .. Berwyn. Po. 
Frances E. Kooker. 237 N. Hellertown Ave .. Quaker-
town, Pa . 
Glad ys A. Levengood. 20 W. Fifth St. . Pottstown. Po. 
Lillian R. Linsenberg. 217 E. Main St.. Norr istow n. Po. 
Joyce P. Lownes. Gladwyne. Po . 
Robert T. Lug inbuhl. 112 Broadway. Malverne. N. Y. 
D. Bruce MacKenzie. Eddington. Po. 
Howard C. MacMahon. 150 Eutaw Ave .. Camden. N. J. 
Edward S. Maykut . R. D. No . I. Collegeville. Po. 
Robert M. McAll ister. 949 Bullock Ave .. Yeadon. Po. 
John McElhinney. 106 W. Oliveden Ave .• German-
town, Pa. 
Robert McFarland . Oaks. Po. 
June E. Meunier. Hedgerow Farm . Haddonfield. N. J. 
Franklyn D. Miller. 28 W. Fourth St.. Hazleton. Po. 
Chester L. Moder. 77 Francisco Ave .. Rutherford. N. J. 
Doris Morgan. III Queen St.. Pottsv ille. Po. 
Victor Morn ingstar . Saxton. Po . 
Paul F. Moser. R. D. No.2. Norr istown. Po. 
Ra lph A. Moyer. 239 High St.. Pottstown. Po. 
William J. Musick. Nort hampton St.. Bath. Po. 
Pauline R. Nissl y . Florin. Po . 
Jean L. Patt erson. 7120 Hazel Ave .• Upper Darby. Po. 
Walter Ph ipps. 401 Spring Mill Ave .• Conshohocke:1. 
Po. 
Geraldine M. Reed. 131 Foster Ave .. Kirklyn . Po. 
Bette A. Replogle. 2508 Seventh Ave .• Altoona . Po. 
Dorothy W. Schleinkofe r . 131 W. Atco Ave .. Atco . N. J. 
William J. Self ridge. 21 Poplar Ave .. Pitman. N. J. 
Geo rg e F. Shuste r . 503 Shoemaker Rd .. Elk ins Park. Po. 
Eva June Smith . 146 Hook Ave .. Birdsboro. Po. 
Harry E. Smith. 65 W . Railroad St. . Nesquehon ing . Po. 
George S. Spohn. Rahns . Po. 
Joan E. Stoots. 15 06 Edgemo nt Ave .• Cheste r. Po. 
Albe rt M. Tho mas. 59 W. Holland St. . Summit Hill . Po . 
Dorothy A. Thurston. 56 Morris St. . Yonkers. N. Y. 
Albin P. Tkacz. 519 Maddock St. . Crum Lynne. Po . 
Jo yce L. Tuers . 515 Westchester A ve .. Crest wood. N. Y. 
Julia E. Ur ich . l Oll N. Front St. . Harrisburg. Po. 
Jane L. Vink. 837 DeKalb St. . Norristown. Po. 
Geraldine E. Walters. 1670 Main St.. Trappe. Po. 
Jean L. Webb. Fawn Grove. Po. 
Wilma E. Weisgerber. 830 Buchanan Ave .• Lancaster. 
Po. 
Ro y A. Wenhold . 204 Cherry St. . East Greenville . Po. 
Ingeborg L. Wesemann. 2600 Henry Hudson Pkwy .• 
Riverdale. N. Y. C . 
Mae E. Whitney. Schwenksville . Po. 
Nathaniel W. Winkelman. 1911 Spruce St.. Philo .• Po. 
M. Elizabeth Wismer. R. D. No . 4. Pottstown. Po. 
Charlotte M. Witmer. 178 Main St.. Trappe. Po. 
John E. Yeomans. 1217 Elm Ave .. West Collingswood. 
N. J. P 
Barbara J. Zulick. 20 1 Cypress Ave .• Jenkintown. a . 
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To the Class of 1942. I wish to extend my deepest appreciation for their 
confidence both in electing me editor, and in showing a deep interest 
and a spirit of cooperation throughout the year. 
To the RUBY Editorial Staff. I would like to express the feeling of a grateful 
editor to the whole staff, especially to Gladys Heibel for her outstand-
ing dedication article. 
A great deal of credit must be given to James Barbash for taking 
many of the pictures in this volume. 
To Harry Hollander and Herman Feldman. of Hollander and Feldman Studio, 
I cannot say too much. Both have been sincere and willing to come 
here whenever I wanted them. Their photography this year has sur-
passed their own work of previous years which was in itself superior. 
To Charles and Jacob Esser. of th e Kutztown Publishing Co., for their ideas 
and the fine job of printing which was done on this book . 
To Frank Bowles. and Mr. James. of the Phi ladelphia-W eeks Engraving Co., 
I cannot give enough praise and credit for many of the new ideas herein 
e xpressed. Their cooperative help and punctuality made this task of 
editing the yearbook more pleasurable. 
To George Spohn. the RUBY Business Manager, who made possible every 
plan arranged, through his excellent business organization. He would 
like me to thank the following persons for aiding him: Frederick Apple-
get. for his aid in sending and writing business letters and all around 
assistance; Charles Graver. for his patience and great assistance in 
taking care of the RUBY candy, and supervision of the RUBY dances; 
Charles Burroughs. for his assistance in getting advertisements and 
subscriptions; James Lamond. for his subscription campaign which 
started the book on its way; Bob Cooke. Bob Rapp. Howard Lyons. and 
James Richards. for their incomprehensible all around assistance . 
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